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ABSTRACT 

A five-level optimization method was developed in previous research to solve 

vehicle reidentification problem based on vehicle signature waveforms coiiected 

by the Inductive Loop Detectors (ILDs) [2]. This research was focused on the 

fourth level, i. e. distance measurement. It was attempted to develop some 

advanced distance measures to complement the previously used ones and improve 

the reidentification accuracy level. Raw data files, i.e. signature files, were 

received fkom the University of California M e  to be M e r  analysed at the 

University of Toronto. Several new distance measures were used to match the 

nomalized wavefonns that proved to be outperforming previous features. Other 

approaches such as horizontal shifting of the wavefoms, Back Propagation Neural 

Networks, and the effect of upstream window size were also attempted. 
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C W T E R  ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

To date, the most widespread tool for traac data collection is Inductive Loop 
Detectors (ILD), which provides Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) with a 

constant source of information on t r a c  system conditions. ILDs detect vehicles as 
they pass over their electromagnetic field and provide counts, occupancies, and 
speeds. These measurements, however, are 'point' measures and do not necessanly 
reflect wide-area tr&c conditions. For this reason, ITS researchers have been 
searching for 'better' detection systems. If these detectors could be used in a 
"smarter" way, more useful information or section measures of t r a c  system 
perfomance such as travel t h e  and density could be obtained. This in turn 
translates into better t r a c  management and information systems used together 
with accurate section measures. One critical application using section measures is 
dynamic origin/destination demand estimation. This application is a vital 
component of some ITS strategies such as traveler information, traffic assignment, 
and route guidance. One way to "squeeze out" more ilifonnation fiom loop 
detectors is by using the vehicle waveforms that are produced when a vehicle 
passes over the loop detector. In order to produce mes-gful t r a c  information 
such as travel time and density, the signature of a vehicle needs to be reidentifïed 
between different sites. 

Despite the recent advent of an array of new detection systems, such as video, 
ultrasound, infr-ared, and microwave based detectors, ILD still remains the most 
widely used, and the most widely invested-in detection technology. Very recent 
research efforts started investigating the possibilities of more 'intelligent' usage of 
ILD, to possibly derive 'wide-areatPsection-related' measures fiom their outputs, as 
opposed to the limited conventional point measurements. Most such new 
approaches rely on matching vehicle features at two successive ILD stations in 
order to uniquely ident* individual vehicles and hence derive tme travel times and 
densities over entire highway sections. The significant implication of these 
emerging efforts is that the already existing vehicle detection infkastnicture can be 
revived and used for numerous ITS applications without the need for additional 
expensive sensor technology, and without the loss of fûnctionality. 



One promising approach for section-related measures derivation is currently being 
pursued at the University of California Irvine (UCI), led by Professor Stephen 
Ritchie and his group [l]. The UCI approach attempts to detect and re-match 
vehicle signatures fiom successive loop detectors. As an individual vehicle passes 
over a loop sensor location for instance, a spatio-temporal signature is generated 
reflecting the levels of inductance unique to the vehicle as it spatially progresses 
over the detector in time. The uniqueness of the distribution of the metal mass 
dong the body of a given vehicle type results in a unique signature. 

A general transportation network c m  be modeled using individual links where each 
Link has only one access point and one egress point. Some examples of network 
links include multi-lane fieeway sections, arterial sections, and ramps. If both the 
beginning and the end of each luik is appropriately instnimented with a detector 
station, Say a loop station with vehicle signature output, then vehicle wavefoms 
can be obtained fiom the beginning (upstream) and ending (downstream) detectors. 
A vehicle wavefonn pair c m  then be formed using one downstream waveform and 
one upstream waveform. The set of vehicle waveform pairs is increasing over thne 
as more vehicles enter and exit the Iùik. If approached in a sequential fashion, the 
vehicle reidentification problem will be to fmd the matching upstream vehicle 
waveform given a downstream vehicle waveform. 

Stated more formally, the vehicle reidenhfication problem is as follows: 
Given a set of vehicle wavefonn pairs xi, where xi E S, i= I, ..., No S is the set of 
vehicle waveform pairs, and Nc is the number of waveform pair combinations, fïnd 
the waveform pair which is produced by the same vehicle. 

The single solution of the reidentification problem produces the origiddestination 
tracking of a single vehicle, while the sequential solution of a stream of vehicles 
will produce measures such as Link density and group travel time. Both kinds of 
solutions produce valuable data that are of interest to operating agencies, 
researchers, and individual travelers 121. 

OB JECTrVES 

The objectives of this research include: 



applying different neural network approaches as a pattern recognition tool for 
the purpose of vehicle signature matching; 
developing a number of distance measures and applying them on vehicle 
signature data for reidentification; and 
comparing the vehicle reidentification accuracy obtained by al1 above methods 
and discussing the results. 

THE RESEARCH APPROACH 

In this research the attempt is to consider a series of vehicle signature waveform 
pairs acquired by the Inductive Loop Detectors located at upstream and 
downstream of a fieeway and apply a variety of Neural Network algoritbms as well 

as different distance measures to fuid the reidentification accuracy level. The best 
performing algorithms will be recognized and ïntroduced for on-site, real-time 
implementation. 

This research may lay the foundation for future test-sites and test-tracks in Toronto, 
and may lead to new Canadian detector cards with signature matching capabilities. 

Chapter two contains a very brkf review of literature and previous research done at 
the University of California, IMne. Chapter Three ùitroduces Neural Network as a 
pattern recognition tool. It also brings a brief explanation of two Neural Network 
software packages used in this research. Chapter four describes several distance 
measurement techniques that were attempted during this research. Data preparation 
and analysis approach is explained in chapter £ive. Chapter six consists of results 
and discussion. The conclusions, a summary of the thesis, and suggestions for 
future research follow in chapter seven. 



CHAPTER TWO 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

In this chapter a brief description of previous research on vehicle reidentincation 
techniques will be presented with the main focus on recent study that was 
performed by Carlos Sun at the University of California M e  (UCI) [2]. The UCI 
approach attempts to detect and re-match vehicle signatures f?om successive loop 
detectors. The main concern of this research is to elaborate on the details of the 
pattern matching phase to possibly develop improved distance measures compared 
to those introduced in previous research. Details will be discussed later in this 
chapter. 

VEHICLE REIDENTIFICATION HISTORY 
Nurnerous studies have been canied out so far with the objective of vehicle 
reidentification based on vehicle fingerprints (signatures) acquired by the t r a c  
detectors such as Inductive Loop Detector (ILD), Radar Detector, etc. 

Use of ILDs for vehicle reidenacation started in the 1980's. The irnpedance 
change of an Inductive Loop buried in the road surface when a vehicle passed the 
several windings of wire was analyzed by pattern recognition methods. 

Pfannerstill (1989) introduced a system called MAVE (Modula system for trafnc 
data acquisition) which used pattern recognition principles and correlation methods 
to measure so-called section-related trafic data such as space mean speed and 
density. The MAVE system used vehicle patterns which were not unique for each 
individual vehicle, but were significant to such an extent that groups of vehicles 
might be identified at the end of a road section in order to calculate the mentioned 
section-related data. This was achieved with a relatively low number of data 
acquisition points in cornparison with common systems based on local data [3,4]. 

Coihan  (1998) outlines a new approach similar to Pfarinerstiii but instead of 
grouping vehicles into a nnite number of vehicle classes, he demonstrated 
automated vehicle reidentification via sequence matchimg of vehicle lengths 
measured fiom the standard Caltrans speed trap. His paper has presented a new 
metho dology for VRI (Vehicle Reidentification) and TTM (Travel Time 



Measurement) using a very simple signature: vehicle length. The illustration has 
shown that it is possible to reidentify vehicles between two speed traps, 1.6 km (1 
mile) apart, using nodiing more than measured vehicle lengths and temporal order. 
He stated that the new VRVTTM system had one distinct advantage: it could be 
implemented using the existing detector ~ a s t m c t u r e  and controller hardware. 
Thus, it is possible to investigate applications of travel time data and quantlfy the 
benefits, off-line, without field deployment or making a major 
fj.nanciaVinstitutional cornrnitment to a particular technology [5] .  

Kuehne (1991) used the radar reflection signature as a fingerpruit fkom each 
vehicle. Millimeter-wave radar detectors measured vehicle speed by Doppler 
fiequency shift of the transmitted 61-GHz radar beam within an accuracy of f2 
km/hr. He developed a vehicle reidentification technique that classified the radar 
refiection patterns by pattern recognition methods. The radar signature processing 
was based on envelope detection with a sampling rate of 32 lcHz at a dynarnic range 
of 60 dB. Each vehicle produced a fuigerprint that could be compared at 
neighboring measurement sites with preceding fïngerprints. If two Gngerprints were 
in accordance, travel time and t r a c  density codd be derived that were two crucial 
elements for a fieeway control system, as proposed by Kuehne [6]. 

Sun et al. (1998), reported the process of developing feature extraction and vehicle 
pattern matching algorithrns and the subsequent derivation of section-related 
measures based on conventional inductive loops. Field data collected h m  State 
Route-24 in Lafayette, California, were used for algorithm development and the 
testing of algonthm performance. The performance of a section-related algorithm 
was shown to be much better than the cwent  method of extrapolation fiom local 
point measures 171. The results of vehicle match percentages in tems of vehicle 
types until that date based on small portions of data for the SR-24 fÏeeway are 
listed in Table (2-1). Values in table (2-1) are intuitive, because non-passenger 
vehicles tend to be longer than passenger vehicles and have more distinguishable 
features which leads to higher vehicle match percentages. 

Sun, et al., later reported M e r  improvements to the above-mentioned approach 
that will be presented in the next pages [l]. 
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Table (2-1). Vehicle Match Percentages by Type of Vehicle C7-J 

Car 

54% 

LOOP DETECTORS - RE- 
Vehicle detectors have been in use for over 60 years. The past six decades 
witnessed the development of numerous vehicle detector technologies such as 
pressure, magnetic, radar, sonic, infrared, inductive loops, magietometer, coaxial, 
photocells, microloop, self-powered vehicle detectors and passive bus detectors. 
Yet the most cornmon vehicle detectors are Inductive Loop Detectors (ILDs) 
connected to traffic countedclassifier because of their diverse abilities and the 
flexibility of the design. ILDs are the most popular detectors for individual 
intersections, signal systems and fkeeway surveillance. When a vehicle passes over 
the loop it reduces the loop inductance causing an increase in the oscillator 
fiequency. The change in inductance or fiequency activates a circuit which sends 
an electrical output to the controller signieïng that it has detected the presence of a 
vehicle [8]. 

Passenger Vehicles (53% of 
total number of vehicles) 

Some believe that it is incorrect to assume that the mass of the vehicle is causing 
the loop actuation. They proceed by explaining that the heavy ferrous engine in the 
vehicle increases the inductance. However, the peripheral metal of the vehicle has 
an opposite effect due to the eddy currents. The decrease in inductance fkom the 
eddy currents more than offsets the increase fiom the ferrous mass, and the net 
effect is an overall reduction. They stress that it is the "shorted tum", not the mass 
that is important in producing the actuation. The ideal loop should have a shape that 
approximates the vehicle's periphery. High bed trucks are difficult to detect because 
of their undercarnage height. They recommend that the width of the loop be the 
width of the truck, if lane width pennits. The length of the loop should not be less 
than the width or a loss of sensitivity will occur. The sensitivity depends on the 
number of loop tux-ns and decreases as the square of the vehicle undercarriage 

Station 
Wagon 
71% 

Non-Passenger Vehicles (47% of total nurnber of vehicles) 1 

Sports 
Utility 

82% 

Pickup 

89% 

Trucks 

76% 

Van 

73% 

Semi- 
Trailer 
100% 



distance fkom the loop. They state that digital techniques provide more reliable, 
accurate and precise measurements than the analog techniques. Loops with the 
same size, number of turns and lead-in length have the same resonant fkequency. 
Should these loops be in close proximity, a phenornenon known as crosstalk cm 
occur. Crosstak is an electrïcal coupling between two loop channels and wiu ofien 
induce false actuation with no vehicles present. Splashover occurs when a vehicle 
drivîng in the adjacent lane activates the loop detector. Such occurrences should be 
minimized. The claim is that the inductive loop detector is currently the best sensor 
for detecting vehicle presence. When small vehicles need to be detected, careful 
consideration should be given to the shape of the loop, the width of the lane and the 
loop placement within that lane. The detector should be located in the areas of 
stable traffic flow, 

Proponents of the round loops argue that the circular design maximizes loop 
sensitivity for detection of motorcycles as well as high bed tmcks while elunuiating 
splashover f3-oom adjacent lanes. Other advantages cited include the elimination of 
sharp corners and the reduction in wire stress. The disadvantage is the difaculty 
associated in cutting the circular shape in the pavement. It is stated that inductive 
loop detectors have a tendency to double-count trucks. Due to their structure, trucks 
will often create the illusion of two cars. The tractor-trailer unit wiU often have 
concentrations of metal far enough above the loop that the detector electronics 
cannot detect them resulting in a detection gap that is misinteipreted as a gap 
between two vehicles. The folIowing are some common inductive loop detector 
failure mechanisms: 
Omitted phase, stuck signal, phase extending to maximum, intermittent problems, 
crosstalk and splashover. 

The following statements are worthy to note [9 ] :  
- Due to the sensitivity of the loop and the type of veliicle passing over it, the 

effective length of the loop can be slightly longer or shorter than the actual loop 
length. 

- Skewed loops and rectanguiar loops were fomd to be both accurate and simple 
and detection of vehicles was quite good. 

- It was found that square loops rnight detect vehicles in adjacent lanes. However, 
diamond loops are less likely to detect vehicles in adjacent lanes than square 
loops. 



Tailgating vehicles can also cause detection problems. If two vehicles are 
following close together, the second vehicle rnay activate the loop before the 
e s t  vehicle deactivates it. This wiU cause the system to c l a s se  the two 

vehicles as one. 
Vehicles changing lanes are another problem. If a vehicle is changing lanes, 
then it rnay be detected at one loop of a loop-pair and not the other. Vehicles 
rnay be detected at both loops, but since they rnay not be properly in their lane, 
rnay activate the loop late, or deactivate it early. This will affect the occupancy 
value and the calculated speed. The farther apart the loops are, the greater the 
lane-changing problem becomes. 
Trucks rnay be detected as two vehicles by the loops. 

When a metallic mass passes through the magnetic field generated by the inductive 
loop, the disturbance produces a net reduction in the loop inductance or fkequency, 
and the resonance circuit properties are altered. A motorcycle could, for example, 
produce a fiequency shift of up to 0.08% (80 nHz), while an automobile could 
cause a shift of up to 3% (3500 nHz). The metallic component of the vehicle is 
what dishirbs the loop inductance. As a result, double-axle trucks produce a twin- 
picked vehicle signature when the resolution of the detector is adequate. Thus, in 
concept this method can easily be used for vehicle-type identification purposes. 
Figure (2- 1) shows some sarnple vehicle signatures. 

Vehicle identification is based on a set of feature vectors extracted fkom the raw 
vehicle waveforms, and other information. Such additional information can include 
vehicle speed computed fiom speed trap, known lane number, and location 
geometry. The main assumption in this approach is that the feature vectors would 
be less sensitive to the error disturbances than to the input, otherwise noise would 
dominate the system and classification would be impossible. 
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Figure (2-1). Sample vehicle signatures for (a) Passenger Car, @) Srnall Van, and 

(c) Small Truck [2] 



FREEWAY DATA COLLECTION [1,2] 
The test data were obtained fiom a field site on the westbound SR-24 fieeway in 
Lafayatte, CCalifomia in December 1996. Two loop stations were equipped with 
data acquisition systems, video, loop waveform dataloggers, and speed trap 
dataloggers. Standard 6' x 6' (1.82 x 1.82 m) loops were used at both stations. 
Several hours of data were collected to create two data sets for investigation in to 
vehicle reidentincation. The data sets contained the wavefoms of the upstream 
vehicles dong with their speed, elecûical length (derived fiom occupancy thne), 
arriva1 tirne at stations, and the ground tmth vehicle identification number. One 
data set was composed of moderate flow traffic (1000 Vehm.1) and contauied 
approximately 2000 vehicles. This dataset was recorded on December 6 at about 
12:OO p.m. Another data set was cornposed of congested flow trafnc (1800 vehm.1) 
and contained approximately 3000 vehicles. It was recorded on December 12 at 
8 :O0 am during the morning rush hour. Both datasets were divided into training and 
testing datasets. Figure (2-2) shows the data collection set-up for the SR-24 site. 

The test data were stored in SIG (signature) files and ground-truthed by video 
correlation. The video correlation database was produced in the laboratory fiom the 
video footage taken during data collection. Manual correlation of the downstrem 
with the upstream vehicle using video was performed for the development of the 
video correlation database. 
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Figure (2-2). Lafayette data collection site 121 
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FEATURE EXTRACTION [1,2] 
Three main steps were followed in deriving the extracted wavefom fkom the raw 
wavefom which was obtained fiom sampluig the inductive loop magnitude at 
intervals of every 1 1- 14 ms (i.e. the scan rate of the detectors cards used during SR- 
24 data collection). Figure (2- 1) shows some typical raw signatures. 
Step 1. Signal magnitude was normalized with respect to its maximum amplitude to 
elimùiate upstream and downstream variations. 
Step 2. Transformation of time axes into length by multiplying by the speed of the 
vehicle which was obtained fi-om each double loop speed trap configuration. 
Step 3. Re-sampluig of data by using a s p h e  interpolation. It was needed because 
the waveform magnitude vectors needed to be compared at the same intervals. 
Figures (2-3) and (2-4) show two examples of raw signatures at d o d u p  Stream 
compared to the normalized ones. 

I 
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1 CAM 
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Even after the described steps for waveforrn transformation, there were still 
variabilities in the upsîream and downstream wavefoms due to the following 
sources: 

Vehicle entrance ange into inductance field. 
Vehicle offset fiom the physical loop center, even straddling (for example, a 
vehicle's inductance when covering half the loop can be reduced fiom 3500 
nHz to 2000 XlHZ). 

Height fkom loop due to the suspension systern. 

S ystem: 
haccuracies in the measured speed fiom the speed trap conf5guration, which 
might lead to an inaccurate length, scale. 
Errors in the interpolation. 
Aliasing due to sampling. 
Quantization error in the A/D process. 
Variability between upstream and downstream inductive loop systems including 
the physical loop installation and the loop energizing circuitry. 
Non-LTI (Linear Time Invariant) characteris tics of the ILD . 



Figure (2-3). Examples o f  raw signatures and corresponding normalized ones 



Figure (24). Example of  raw signatures and corresponding normalized ones 



OPIITMIZATION PROBLEM [1,2] 
The vehicle re-identification problem was formulated as a lexicographical 
optirnization problem with five levels. The f i s t  three levels of the optimization 
problem reflected the real time requirements of the algorithm. 

- The first objective constrained the set of vehicle pairs to those that had travel 
times within a time interval (time window). Historical travel times were used in 
determination of time window. The first level objective was as follow: 

Where, x represents a vehicle pair vector, qx) is the measured time difference 
between the downstream and the upstream vehicle arrival times at their respective 
loop stations, L, and Gare the lower and upper bound for feasible travel time, and 
S i s  the feasible set of vehicle pairs which can be very large in practice. 

- The second objective reduced the vehicle pairs to those that contained an 
upstream vehicle magnitude within a certain percentage of the downstream 
vehicle that was being reidentified. This resulted fiom the fact that the 
inductance magnitude is inversely proportionai to the height of the vehicle. For 
example, trucks would have much smaller magnitudes than passenger vehicles. 
Second objective was formulated as below: 

Where, Mx) is the percent magnitude difference between the upstream and the 
downstream vehicle waveforms, Tm is the percentage tolerance for inductance 
magnitude, and S' is the feasible constraint set that resulted fiom the fkst objective. 
This optirnization effectively limited the candidate vehicle pairs to be fkom the 
same class. 

- The third goal program limited the candidate vehicle's length to be within a 
certain percentage of the downstream vehicle: 



Where, 4x) is the percent Merence of the electronic lengths between the 
downstream and upstream vehicles, T /  is the percentage tolerance for the electronic 
length, and S is the feasible set derived fiom the second objective. 

- The fourth level lexicographie optimization objective was 

where, 

fà,, (x) = distance measure 

o; indicates a particular distance measure, N is total number of distance measures 
used, M x )  is the change in inductance magnitude between upstream and 
downstream, A ~ x )  is the lane change between upstream and downstream, and 
A i x )  is the change in speed between upstream and downstream. Five different 
distance measures were used in the research that were Euclidean, Correlation, 
Similarity, Lebesgue, and Neural networks. They will be explained in the next 

page. 

- The last levcl objective was expressed as follows: 

Where, &,,lx) is the minimum objective value obtained fiom distance measure o; 
fiom the previous level optimization, p(&,- (x)/wi ) is the conditional probability 



h c t i o n  of distance measure ai, and Ami) is the p n k i  probability of distance 
measure mi. This objective then tned to optimize the distance measure with the 
maximum postenbr probability. Equivalently, this resulted in the choosing of the 
"most Likely" distance measure that would iden te  the correct match between a 
vehicle pair. The selection of the optimum objective h c t i o n  was therefore done by 
Bayesian analysis. 

DISTANCE MEASURES [1,2] 
As mentioned earlier, the major concern of this research is to expand the distance 
rneasures and introduce some morc powerful and consistent features comparing to 
those that were used in previous research. Five difTerent distance measures were 
used in previous research. They are explained hereafter and the new ones will be 
discussed in chapter 4. 

Euclidean Distance. It is a straightforward measure of two different waveforms. 

e.,, = CI X& - 1 
L A  

Where, x is a vehicle pair vector, u and d are indices for the upstream and 
downstream vehicle waveforms, Ns is the wavefonn size (length), and k is the 
index for a component (element) of the waveform. 

Correlation- Measures the linear association between two waveforms. 

where and xd are the wavefom mean values for the upstream and downstream, 
respectively . 

Similarity. Resembles a normalized vcctor dot product, thus it produces a measure 
analogous to the angular displacement of two waveform vectors. 



Lebesgue. One way of addressing the problem of waveform shifting is to use a 
technique of horizontal differencing motivated by the Lebesgue integral. 

where yi and yj are y axis transfomeci values of the variable x, N is the length of 
each monotonic segment of waveform x, p is the total number of piece-wise 
continuos segments that f o m  the waveform x, and y= average((y, - y$. 

Neural Network. The multi-layer feed fonvard neural network was chosen for its 
nonlinear classification capabilities and for its well-developed formulation. 

RESULTS [1,2] 
Table (2-2) shows the vehicle match percentages in terms of vehicle types. This 
analysis was only done for a small sample of the data set (approximately 150 
vehicles) because of the tirne consurning nature of manual classincation using 
video. This analysis is necessary since the traftic charactenstics between the 
different types of vehicles are different. For example, since semi-trader trucks are 
restricted to the two slowest lanes, and since they tend to travel slower than the rest 
of the traffic, a high semi-trailer truck match percentage could bias the computed 
section travel tïmes to be slower than the actual value. Comparing this table with 
table (2-1), a considerable irnprovement in accuracy level will be obsewed after 
development of the algorithm. 



Table (2-2). Vehicle reidentincation percentages by type of vehicle 

Car 

75% 

It was dso noted that the match percentages were very signincant despite two 
constraints. First, the physical loops were the standard Caltrans (California 
Department of Transportation) six-by-six foot (l.82rn x 1.82m) loops. Because of 
their dimensions, these loops integrate the waveform signal over the six-foot 
distance and essentially eliminate more distinctive edges. By contrast, loops one 
meter (3 -3 foot) long in the traversa1 direction are used in Europe for waveform 
collection, and they are able to produce sharper curves in the waveforms. The 
second constra.int was the sampling period of 11 to 14 ms. With this low sampling 
rate, sharp corners in the waveforms were also missed. 

Passenger Vehicles (49% of 

total number of vehicles) 

75% 

Station 
Wagon 

75% 

Non-Passenger Vehicles (5 1% of total number of vehicles) 

78% 

Sports 

UtiIity 

100% 

Pickup 

80% 

Trucks 

61% 

Van 

92% 

Semi- 
Trder  

100% 



CHAPTER THREE 
NEURAL, NETWORKS 

WKYNEURALNETWORKS? 
At their most fundamental level, neural networks are simply a new way of 
analyzing data. What makes them so useful is their ability to Ieam complex patterns 
and trends in our data, an ability that is unique to neural networks. Neural networks 
are particularly good at modelling complex problems where the data are masked by 
noise. 

NEURAL NETWORK SOFTWARE 
Two software packages, Le. NGO (NeuroGenetic Optimizer) and Neural 
Connection, were used to train the neural network in this research. Several m e r e n t  
networks were trained by training mes and were presented with the test file to 
generate predictions. Networks were created by ninning the software with different 
configurations. After each prediction was made on the test file, the percent 
accuracy was calculated based on correct reidentifications. 

NGO V 2.6 [IO] 
The field of 'Neurogenetics' is formed fkom the liybridization of the two fields of 
Neural Networking and Genetic Algorithms. Neurogenetics use genetic algorithms 
to search for or 'evolve' neural networks to rnaxunize some objective function, 
such as accuracy. The NGO's primary objective is to automatically fïnd the most 
accurate neural network , eIiminating many hours of hand crafhng experimentation. 
The NGO uses genetic algorithms to evolve neural network structures while 
simultaneously searching for significant input variables to maximize the predictive 
accuracy of the resulting neural network models. 

The genetic algorithms are fbndamentally a cyclic process. In the NGO, this 
process consists of: 
1. Creating an initial population of 'genotypes' (genetic representations of neural 

networks in this case). 
2. Building the neural networks ('phenotypes') based on the genotypes. 
3. Training and testïng the neural networks to determine how good they are. 
4. Comparing the fitness of the networks and keeping the bests (top 10). 



Selecting those networks in the population which are better, discarding those 
which aren't. 
Renlling the population back to the defined size. 
Paulng up the genotypes of the neural networks. 
'mating' the genotypes by exchanging genes (features) of the networks. 
'mutating' the genotypes in some random fashion. 

Then, ret-g back to step 2 and continuing this process until some stopping 
criteria is reached or you manually stop the process. Through this process, the 
better networks sunrive and their features carry fonvard into fiture generations, and 
are combined with others to fhd  better and better networks for your application. 
This genetic search capability is much more effective than random searching, as the 
genetic process of recombining features vastly improves the relative speed of 
zeroing in on regions neural characteristics that produce good solutions and 
identifjring highly fit network structures. It also provides an advantage over just 
relying on personal experience in building neural networks, as new and potentially 
better solutions may be found through this process, than might otherwise be 
overlooked because of nearly unavoidable assumptions made by the user. More 
about Genetic algorithrns will be presented at the end of this chapter. 

NGO offers 6 neural network types to choose from: 
Back Propagation Neural Network (BP), 
Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN), 
Continuous Adaptive Time Neural Network (CATNN), 
Probabilistic Neural Network ( P m ) ,  
Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN), and 
Self Organizing Map Neural Network (SOM). 

Back Propagation Neural Network (BP). BP networks are probably the most 
common neural architecture irnplemented today. BP networks are 'Multilayer Feed 
Forward Networks' meaning they have a layered architecture where data flows into 
one layer, through one or more 'hidden' (intemal) layers and out an output layer. 
Data flows in one direction, thus 'Feed forward' and has multiple layers, thus 
'Multilayer'. Back Propagation is actually an iterative gradient decent learning 
algorithm used to set the weights. The error between the neural network outputs 



and desired outputs are propagated backwards through the network to aid in the 
determination of what the new values of weights should be. This is done for each 
training data record over and over until the error reaches some stable minimum. 
One reason BP networks are so common is because they perform relatively well on 
a wide variety of applications. They can be used for functional modeling, 
classification, diagnostic and time series types of applications. 

Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN). Both TDNN and CATNN are more general 
foms  of BP. They both employ the BP technique for setting weights between 
neurons, but they also consider time inherently in the structure of the& 
architectures. nùnk of TDNN's as BP networks where there are multiple 
co~ec t ions  fiom the input neurons to the hidden neurons and fkom the hidden 
neurons to the output neurons. Each of these connections looks back over time and 
sets its weights for each connection to minimize Mean Square Error (MSE) of the 
overall network. 

In the TDNN, each connection is set to a specific time interval back in time with 
the £irst connection set at the current time, second connection set to one penod ago, 
third connection to 2 penods ago, etc. Thus, you can diink of a TDNN as a BP 
network with fked time delays back N periods of time, exactly like lagging your 
inputs by N periods of time. The one major difference is that the TDNN also does 
this with hidden neuron outputs too, thus seeing, remernbering and using 'features' 
in your data over time. 

The look back feature of TDNN makes it particularly appropriate for time series 
applications where histories of input variables are used to produce predictions into 
the fbture. TDNN can also be used for t h e  based classification and diagnostics 
where histories of inputs are used to identiQ the existence of some condition. 

Continuous Adaptive T h e  Neural Network (CATNN). CATNN is very much the 
sarne as TDNN, but it is one step more advanced. CATNN looks back intervals 
automatically adapt. This means that C A T I N  connections change their look back 
intervals as learning progresses, seeking phase relationships that produce higher 
correlation over history. The second advantage of CATNN is that look back is 



interpolated smoothly across records. This makes a signincant difference in the 
learning ability of the CATNN. 
The look back feature of CATNN makes it particuiarly appropriate for time series 
applications where histories of input variables are used to produce predictions into 
the fiture. CATNN can also be used for time based classification and diagnostics 
where histories of inputs are used to identi& the existence of some condition. 

Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN). PNNs are a 'B ayesian' pro bability density 
classifier irnplemented in a four layer feed fonvard neural network. PNN7s accept 
discrete andior continuous valued inputs and generate binary outputs. PNN7s 
memorize the training records by storing a normalized form of the input variables 
and the associated binary outputs (non-nomalized) in the network itself. Once 
stored, as new records are presented, the P N N  attempts to identifjr the sirnilarity of 
the cment  record and al l  the stored records. The P N N  then outputs an output 
pattern based on the similarity of those stored. A recall factor c d e d  'sigma' is used 
to adjust the acuity (degree of discrimination) of the neural network's response. 
Sigma is inversely related to acuity thus a low sigma generates a highly 
discriminate response while a high sigma generates a more generalized response. 
PNNs are excellent for classification and diagnostic types of applications such as 
market classification, medical diagnostics, indicating hancial market up/down 
situations, etc. 

Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN). GRNNs are four layer feed 
forward neural network that accept discrete andhr continuous valued inputs and 
generate discrete or continuous valued outputs. GRNNs also memorize your 
training records by storing the input and output variables in the network itself. 
Once stored, as new records are presented, the GRNN looks at the ciifference 
between the current record and d l  the stored records and perfoms what we think of 
as an interpolation and generates an estimated output based on the histov stored in 
the network. Unlike BP, which attempts to create mathematical formula that 
generates outputs based on inputs, the GRNN is performïng an interpolated 
estimate within it's previous experience. Like PNN, GRNN uses a r e c d  factor 
called 'sigma' to adjust the acuity (degree of discrimination) of neural network's 
response. Sigma is inversely related to acuity thus a low sigma generates a highly 
discriminate response while a hi& sigma generates a more generalized response. 



GRNNs are sometimes a good substitute for BP, within the GRNNYs constraints. 
They c m  be used for regression and time series types of applications. 
PNNs and GRNNs memorize the data in one pass. This reduces trainhg time 
greatly as compared to iterative techniques like BP. Depending on the nature of 
your data, they can be much more accurate than BP. This can afTord some 
outstanding advantages. 

Self Organizing Map Neural Network (SOM). SOMs are 'unsupe~sed'  data 
clustering neural networks. This means that they learn to partition data into 
different 'bins' based on the attributes of the data without any indication of what 
bins to group them into. Later, during 'recall', when new data is being propagabng 
through a SOM, the neural network indicates the relative distance each data record 
is fiom each bin. Lets Say there is a data file contaïning a column of positive and 
negative random numbers and the NGO partitions this data into two bins. The SOM 
will l e m  to partition the data into a bin of negative numbers and a bin of positive 
numbers. If you request to put the data into 3 bins and if the random numbers are 
evenly distributed, the SOM will still put the data into two bins, leaving the third 
typically empty. Lf you had more positive than negative numbers, the SOM would 
put the negative numbers into one bin, low value positives into another and high 
value positive numbers in the remaining bin. 

A SOM is a two layer neural network where the input neurons fan out (do not 
m o d e )  input values to the output layer. The weights between the input and output 
neurons are merely an approximation of the mean of the input values of records 
that are associated with the bin (output) the weights are directed towards. During 
recall, the SOM'S output neurons ernit (in our SOMs), the relative distance of the 
input values and the weights associated with each output. 

Selected algorithm. To determine which neural network type performs better on our 
vehicle signature data, several attempts were conducted on the same data fïle, for 
each, the reidentincation accuracy level were calculated and compared to other 
neural network types. Among the above types, BP was found to be most 
appropriate for the purpose of signature matching. 

Mode1 Calibration. Since NGO automatically adjusts to the best configuration, 
there was no need for mode1 calibraiion. Nevertheless, getting used to the software 



itself needed some M i e  and still there were some parameters (like application type, 
train/test/validation data partitioning, data lagging, walk forward, limiting number 
of hidden nodedlayers, transfer hct ions,  population size, lock/unlock ail inputs, 
performance metric, bais  for fitness calcdation, number of generations, and ...) 
existed that by manipulation could affect overall accuracy level. 

To understand how BP algorithm works, the Multi-Layer Perceptron concept (that 
is BPYs network structure) will be described below. 

Multi-Layer Perceptron- The Multi-Layer Perceptron is a neural network that is 
based on the original simple Perceptron mode1 but with additional hidden layers of 
neurons between the input and output layers. Multi-layer Perceptrons are the most 
commonly used neural computing techniques. It c m  be used to c lasse  patterns or 
to predict values fiom our data. Because it uses a supervised leamhg technique, it 
requires that our data contain targets for training the network. Multi-Layer 
Perceptrons c m  produce good models that accurately present non-linearities in our 
data. 

A Multi-Layer Perceptron m e r s  fiom the simple Perceptron in two major ways. 
First, it has an additional layer of neurons between the input and output layer, 
hown as the hiiden layer. This layer vastly increases the learning power of the 
Multi-Layer Perceptron. Second, it uses a transfer, or activation, function to mod* 
the input to a neuron. The activation of hidden and output layer neurons is the same 

as in the case of simple Perceptrons, while the transfer function is a smooth non- 
linear function, usually the Sigmoid function. This function is chosen because the 
algorithm requires a response function with a continuous, single-valued fkst 
derivative. 

The basic recipe for changing the connections, the leaming d e ,  is simple. If the 
output produced by the network is correct, the connections fiom the output neurons 
to a l l  input neurons are unchanged. If the networks output is larger than the desired 
output at any node, then the connections between that neuron and ail input neurons 
are decreased. If the outputs are smaller than desired, the connection values are 
increased. 



There are two points worth noting about this leamhg process. First, the algorithm 
used is a gradient descent process that fïnds only the nearest local minimum in the 
mean square error nom any given set of initial connection values. Because there 
are many minima, there is almost certainly a better (Le. lower mean square error) 
minimum corresponding to some other set of connections. It may be necessary to 
run the algorithm fkom many different s t h g  values to find a good optimum. 
Secondly, the rate of convergence depends on the values chosen by the user for the 
leaming rate and rnomentum. 

In some Neural Network software, when a Multi-Layer Perceptron is being trained, 
it uses an incremental leaming technique, whereby the Multi-Layer Perceptron is 
trained in stages. In the k t  stage a sample of examples fkom the training set is 
used to train the Multi-Layer Perceptron. The best network produced at this stage 
is then passed on to the second stage, and is used as a starting point for training. In 
the second stage a larger sample of the data is used to train the network, and again 
the best network is passed on to the next stage. This procedure continues for 
several stages. 

Nomally, Multi-Layer Perceptrons can have either one or two hidden layers. In 
most problems a second hidden layer will not produce a large irnprovement in 
performance. In most cases, increasing the number of nodes will irnprove the 
performance of the Multi-Layer Perceptron on the training data, but not necessarily 
on the validation data. If we add enough hidden units, then the network will get its 
training set 100% correct, because it will have enough weights to exactly represent 
all the training patterns. This would, however, be an extremely poor network as it 
would have little ability to generalize or find solutions for examples that it had not 
been trained on. 

The correct way of assessing the impact of the number of hidden units on a 
problem is to look at performance on the validation set. As the total number of 
hidden units is increased fÎom one, the network performance on the validation data 
increases rapidly. This is because each new hidden unit starts to represent one of 
the underlying features in the data set. 



As more units are added, performance levels off. Adding M e r  units may then 
cause a decrease in performance because the power of generalization is lost and the 
network begins to learn the noise present in the data. By using a measure of the 
error in the validation set as part of its convergence critena, the danger of over 
learning could be reduced, but it is st i l l  best to use as few nodes as possible to 
achieve the desired result. 

The Mdti-Layer Perceptron can use one of OHO algorithm to change the weights 
of the connections between nodes: Steepest Descent or Conjugate Gradient. A 
conjugate gradient method measures the gradient of the error surface after each 
pass. It then alters the weights of the node inputs using a compromise between the 
direction of the steepest gradient and the previous direction of change. A steepest 
descent method measures the gradient of the error surface after each iteration, and 
changes the weights in the direction of the steepest gradient. 

When a mùiimum is reached a new gradient is measured, and the weights are 
changed in the new direction. As each new gradient must necessarily be at right 
angles to the previous direction this can be a cmde technique. To irnprove the 
usefidness of the Steepest Descent method, two parameters c m  be altered, the 
momentum coefficient, and the leaming coefficient. The leamhg coefficient 
weights the change in the connections. E it is too high the leaniing algorithm wiU 
overshoot the minimum, if it is too low the algorithm will take too long to reach the 
minimum. There is no hard and fast rule about what value the leaming coefficient 
should have. The momentum coefficient is a term which tends to alter the change 
in the connections in the direction of the average gradient. This can prevent the 
learning algorithm stoppuig in a local minimum rather than the global (ideal) 
minimum, 
Data normalization ensures that each input contributes equally to the decision or 
prediction made by the network. If the input values were not normalized, then an 
input that varied over the range 100 to 110 would be far more significant than one 
that varied over the range 1.0 to 2.0. ln fact, the £irst input, although of greater 
absolute magnitude, only varies by IO%, while the second varies by 100%. 

The multi-Layer Perceptron is a s u p e ~ s e d  neural network that learns the mapping 
between input data and target data. It is built £kom a series of connected processing 



elements or neurons. Theses are grouped in layers, and have co~ec t ions  to 
preceding and folIowing layers, but not to other neurons w i t h  the layer. Neurons 
in the input layer each receive an input fiom the data; typically each neuron 
represents one field in the input data. Neurons in the output layer provide outputs 
to the system; typically each output neuron represents one target field in the 
problem. The functionality of hidden and output layer neurons is the same as in the 
case of simple Perceptrons, while the transfer function is a smooth nonlinear 
function, usually the sigrnoid function. niis function is chosen because the 
algorithm requires a response function with a continuos, single-valued f i s  t 
derivative. 

Training proceeds in the following way. First, the weights and biases in the 
network are bitialized, usuaLly to small random values. A training pattern is then 
applied to the input units and the activations of neurons in the filst hidden layer are 
calculated. The output produced by these neurons via the transfer function are then 
fed on to neurons in the following layer. This fonvard pass process is repeated at 
each layer until an output signal fiom neurons in the output layer is obtained. The 
merence between the actual and desired output values is measured, and the 
network mode1 connection strengths are changed so that the outputs produced by 
the network become closer to the desired outputs. This is achieved by a backward 
pass during which connection changes are propagated back through the network 
starting with the connection to the output layer and ending with those to the input 
layer. The basic method for adapting the connections, the learning mle, is simple. If 
the output produced by the network is correct, the connections fiom the output 
neurons to all  input neurons are unchanged. If the networks output is larger than the 
desired output at any node, then the connections between that neuron and all  input 
neurons are decreased. If the outputs are smaller than desired,the comection values 
are increased. 



Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer 

Figirre(3- 1). Multi-Layer Perceptron 

The calculation associated with a Multi-Layer Perceptron can be split into two 
parts: building the model, and using the model. The actuai calculations undertaken 
during building and using models are complex and are extremely dependent on the 
problem being modelled and the data being used. Rather than looking at a specific 
example, the calculation shown here looks at the algorithm used during model 
building and how this is reflected in using the model. Building the model, more 
commonly known as the training process, takes place in the following way. 

When presenting an input pattem X,, composed of input elements xo, xi, x2,-..,xn-1, 
that is related to a target pattern Tp to a Multi-Layer Perceptron with B input nodes. 
The weights between nodes i and j in the Multi-Layer Perceptron are given by w,. 

Training Algorithm: 
1. Set the values of the weights to initial random values. 
2. Show the network the input pattem Xp and the target pattem Tp- 
3.  Calculate the output fkom each node in a layer 

The output fiom a node j in  the second layer is given by 

Where t$ is the activation, or transfer function, of the node. 
4. Adjust the weights between nodes, startùig fiom the output layer and working 

backwards. 
y7(s+ 1) = q ( s )  + qLfpjzpj 



Where ~ ~ ( s )  is the weight between nodes i and j a t  step s, zpj is output value at 
node j, and is the error of pattern p at node jand is the activation function. 

5 .  Repeat action 2 to 4 until the error between the target and output reaches a 
global minunum. 

If this algorithm is used sitnply as stated, there is a signincant change that 
overtraining will take place. Overtraining is said to have occurred when a mode1 
learns the training data too precisely and Ioses the ability to generalize solutions for 
the problem. To prevent this fkom occurrïng, the data used during training are split 
into two data sets, the training data set and the validation data set. 

The training data set is used in the algorithm shown above and is the data which the 
neural network uses to learn the solution to the problem. The validation data set 
used to establish when to stop the algorithm; that is, to choose the best solution. To 
do this, &er every training iteration the validation data set is passed through the 
network, and the error over the data set is calculated. The best set of weights are 
defined as those that produce the lowest error over the validation data set. 

Once the best solution has been found, the weights are fixe4 and no M e r  
training takes place. To generate a new outpuf an input pattern is shown to the 
inputs. The output is then generated at the output layer. 

NEURAL CONNECTION 2.0 [ I l ]  
Neural Connection is another data analysis package that uses neural networks to 
produce the best answers for our problems. It is designed around a development 
environment, the Workspace, where we will be able to create sophisticated and 
powerfbl solutions in a very simple way. The workspace is the blank canvas on 
which you buîld problem solving applications in Neural Connechon. It has its own 
set of commands that are called fkom the menubar, a toolbar that gives you short- 
cuts to some of the more commonly used menubar commands, and a palette that 
allows you to choose tools to use on the workspace. In Neural Connechon, 
problems are solved using applications, which are made by connecting tools 
together on the workspace. 

Neural connection utilizes seven tools for Modehg and Forecasting: 



Multi-Layer Perceptron (a neural network modelling tool that is optimized for 
prediction applications), 
Radial Basis Function (a neural network modelling tool that is optimized for 
prediction and classification applications), 
Bayesian Network (a neural network modelling tool that is optimized for 
prediction and classification applications), 
Kohonen Network (a neural network modelling tool that is optimized for 
clustering applications), 
Closest Class Means Classifier (a statistical m o d e b g  tool that can be use for 
classification applications), 
Regression tool (a statistical rnodelling tool that can be used for prediction 
problems), and 
Principal Component Analysis (a statistical rnodelling tool that can be used to 
reduce the complexity o f  an application). 

Multi-Layer Perceptron. This model was explained thoroughly in previous 
paragrap hs . 

Radial Basis Function. The Radial Basis Function is a modeling and forecasting 
tool that uses a neural network to model your data. It c m  be used to classify 
patterns, or to predict values fiom your data. Because it uses a supervised learning 
technique it requires your data to contain targets for training the network. Radial 
Basis Functions are good at modeling data, even when there are non-linearities in 
your data. Their main advantage over the Multi Layer Perceptron is that, since they 
train in one stage rather than using an iterative process, they can produce results in 
a shorter t h e .  

If you are trying to solve a problem where the input data are con-upted with 
additive noise, a Radial Basis Function is particularly usefùl. This is because it can 
be shown that the best f i h g  funchon for the true data in such a situation is a linear 
combination of noniinear basis hcbons ,  and so can be directly modeled by a 
Radial Basis Function, 

For a decision problem it is useful for the outputs of your network to reflect the 
likelihood of a given data set belonging to a particular decision class. I f  the error 



of a Radial Basis Function is rninimized correctiy, it will autornatically produce 
outputs that sum to unity, and which will therefore represent a probability for the 
outputs. The Radial Basis Function object is a general purpose neural network tool. 
It is a supervised, feed-fonvard neural network with one hidden layer of artincial 
neurons. It m e r s  fiom Perceptron based networks in two ways. Firstly, the 
outputs form the hidden layer are not simply the product of the input data and a 
weighting. Instead the inputs to each node, or artificial neuron, are treated as a 
measure of how far away the data are nom a center. This center can be viewed as 
the 'position' of the node in a spatial system that is dehed by the input fields of the 
data. This is sometimes known as the data-space. Secondly, the transfer functions 
of the nodes are govemed by nonlinear functions that c m  be said to be an 
approximation of the d u e n c e  that data points have at the center. Transfer 
functions dictate the level of output fkom a node, and replace the threshold, on or 
off mechanism of biological neurons, with an output that varies with the input. The 
transfer functions used are lcnown as radial basis functions, hence the name of this 
type of neural network. This results in a linear combination of nonlinear basis 
functions, and means that once a network has been trained, solutions can be found 
for any specinc data input. 

The most comrnon transfer functions used in Radial Basis Functions are radial 
spiine, Gaussian, and power functions. In effect, a Radial Basis Function solves 
problems by looking at clusters of data, rather than at boundaries between data- 

Bayesian Network. The Bayesian Network is a modeling and forecasting tool that 
uses a neural network to model the data. It can be used to c l a s s e  patterns, or to 
predict values fkom your data. Because it uses a s u p e ~ s e d  learning technique it 
requires your data to contain targets for training the network. 

Bayesian Networks are s M a r  in structure to Multi-Layer Perceptrons, but with 
several important modifications. niey have a nurnber of advantages over the 
Radial Basis Function and the Multi-Layer Perceptron. The most signincant 
advantage is that the algorithm used does not require a validation data set in order 
to produce a generalized model. With Radial Basis Functions and Multi-Layer 
Perceptrons the validation set is essential to prevent overtnining, the Bayesian 
Network algorithm autornatically prevents this. As a result, the Bayesian Network 



requires less data, and is thus particularly useful when you have a limited data set, 
or when your data is very sparse. 

The principals behind Bayesian statistics were produced over two hunclred yens 
ago. However, despite being weLl understood, it wasn't until the 1930s that the 
theones were put to a practical use. Bayesian statistics concentrates on how 
probabilities are af%ected by prior knowledge, and by posterior knowledge - what 
we know about a situation before and after we examine the data. Bayes' rule states 
that the probability of the network being in a state w, given that an event D has 
occurred is equal to the Likelihood that the event D would occur if the network was 
in state w, multiplied by the probability of the network being in the state w 
regardless of any events, divided by the probability of the event D occurring, 
regardless of the state o f  the network. 
This is sometimes shown as: 
Posterior = (lïkelihood * prior) / evidence. 

Rather than using a new neural network architecture, Bayesian statistics allow us to 
apply this probabilistic approach to an existing type of network. The Bayesian 
Network is the application of Bayesian statistics to the Multi-Layer Perceptron, and 
as such has many features in comrnon with that neural network. The major 
difference is in the way that the error measure, or accuracy of the network, is 
calculated- 

In conventional Multi-Layer Perceptrons the leaming rule changes the weights on 
connections to minllnize an error measure. This error measure is usually a surn of 
squares error measure. Because training sets are finite, there is a nsk that the 
networks will leam the noise in the problem as well as the underlying funchon. 
Bayesian theory adds an extra term to the error measure in order to reduce the 
impact of noise on the network. This enables the network to generalize without 
needing to use a validation data set. 
Kohonen Network. The Kohonen network tool is an unsupervised neural network 
technique. 1; builds its own representations of the data, and can be used as a 
clustering or segmentation tool, or to remove nondiscriminatory information fiom 
the data set. The Kohonen tool enables you to reduce the dirnensionality of data 
sets by representing multi-input data as a one or two dimensional array of amficial 



neurons. It can thus be used to preprocess your data before they are fed into 
another modeling tool. It can also be used to examine clusters in your data, and to 
assign new exarnples to a particular cluster. 

The Kohonen self organizing map was invented by EProfessor Teuvo Kohonen, and 
is closely modeled on the way that certain parts of- the brain are known to work. 
Some parts of the brain perform specific tasks, such as sensing touch, or hearing, 
and it has been found that the neurons in these areas are spatially ordered, so thaf 
for example, one group of neurons responds to high :fiequency sounds, and another 
to low fiecpency sounds. Kohonen networks make the basic assumption that 
clusters, or classes, are formed fiom patterns that share common features, and 
group similar patterns together. 

To do this Kohonen networks are usuaUy one or NO* dimensional grids of arfincial 
neurons, or nodes, where every node in the grid its connected to al l  the inputs. 
There is no separate output layer, as the output connes directly fkom the grid of 
neurons (known as the Kohonen layer). Each artincial neuron is linked to each of 
the inputs with a weight, and c m  be thought of as berhg at a point in the input data 
space. Before training starts these weights are set to Gnitial values. 

When a pattern is presented to the grid, the artificisal neuron that is most like the 
input pattern is found. This artincial neuron then has  its weights altered to make it 
more like the input pattern. To enable the Kohonen Uayer to group similar patterns, 
a neighborhood of artincial neurons around the wimning artifïcial neuron is also 
altered to be more like the input pattern. This is equivalent of moving the node 
towards the position of the exarnple in the input data apace. 

The result of this process is that, after a nurnber of passes of the data set through 
the Kohonen layer, different areas of the Kohonen llayer will respond to different 
types of exarnple within the data set. 
Closest Class Means Classifier. The Closest Class Mean Classifier is a 
classification tool that uses statistical analysis to mode1 your data. The Closest 
Class Mean (CCM) algorithm is a simple classifier that is easy to compute, and 
which gives good results if the data examples for a decision class are well 
clustered. 



During the training phase, the CCM classifier cornputes a vector mean for each of 
the decision classes. The vector mean is a mean value calculated fiom the training 
data for each of the data attributes. In effect, the CCM classifier produces a typical 
example of each of the decision classes. When you run the CCM classifier, the 
Euclidean distances between the new, unknown, data vector and each of the class 
mean vectors are measured. The new vector is assigned to the class it is closest to. 
Although a CCM classifier is fast, it gives poor results if the training data contains 
a signincant number of exarnples that are outside the clustered data. These tend to 
bias the class means, and this leads to a poorer classification perfomance. 

Regression tool. The Regression tool is a prediction tool that uses multiple linear 
regression, a statistical technique, to mode1 your data. Note that multiple Linear 
Regression can only be used for prediction problems. 

Given a training set of noisy data, multiple regression analysis finds a hct ional  
relationship between the input variables or attributes and the output. Once this 
relationship is found then a predicted output for a new set of input variables, not in 
the original training set, can be computed. Multiple regression makes two critical 
assumptions. The Grst is that the outputs and the inputs are linearly related. The 
second is that there is no interaction between the input variables. 

If the output Y is linked to the data inputs U, V... then, assurning 
Y = a + bu + cV +... it is possible to calculate values for a, b, c,. . . and to predict 
the values of new, unlaiown outputs. When the data cannot be fitted exactly to an 
equation of this type, an approximation of the equation will give predictions Y', 
where 
Y' = a +  bV +cV... 
and 
Y = a + b V + c V +  ...+ e 
where e is a measure of the error. 
By minirnizing the error using regression techniques a best fit equation can be 
reached- 

Principal Component Analysis. Principal Component Analysis is a useful tool for 
reducing the overspecification of data. It uses statistical techniques to produce a 



less complex 
Analysis tool 

data set that represents your problem. The Principal Component 
is an unsupe~sed  technique, and does not require your data to 

contain target answers. 

By choosing a set of orthogonal vectors (principal components) that account for as 
much of the data variance as possible, the dimensionality of your data can be 
reduced. For example, a data set with ten separate data fields might be well 
represented by only five principal components, halving the nurnber of variables 
wlde retaining alrnost al l  the information. Obviously further analysis of the data 
will then be considerably simpler. 

The principal components are derived fkom the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
correlation matrix of the data set. Before the principal components c m  be 
generated the correlation mat* must be calculated. 

Selected model. Since Neural Connection didn't have a Genetic Algorithm (like 
NGO) to get the optimum result, selection between Merent  models was a matter 
of trial and error. This was done among three rnost suitable models, i.e. Multi- 
Layer Perceptron, Radial Basis Function, and Bayesian Network. Tables (3- l), 
(3 -2), and (3 -3) summarize the trails results. Note that networks were trained by the 
normalized signature waveforms . 

Not to make it lengthy, 1 don? bring the dennition for the parameters in tables. Just 
note that the last column (% match on test file) is, in other words, the same 
reidentincation accuracy level obtained for the test nle. Lookïng at the last column 
of tables, it codd be resulted that the Multi-Layer Perceptron makes better 
predictions and will be selected for the rest of the research. 

A very comprehensive description of different neural network types could be found 
in [12] and [El. 



Table (3-1). Calibration table for Multi-Layer Perceptron Model (in Neural Connection Software) 

Data Allocation Hidden Layers 

80 Auto 

80 Auto 

l-tiddc 

Auto 

Auto 1 Auto 

Auto 1 Auto p;tl-i Auto 

Auto Auto 

Auto 

Auto 1 Auto 

Auto Auto 

Auto Auto 

Auto Auto 

Auto Auto 

Auto Auto 

Auto Auto 
1 



T; 
validation 

2 Yes 

s / Yes 

9 1 Yes 

Table (3-2). Calibration table for Bayesian Network Model (in Neural Connection Software) 

Hiddei 

Layer 
1 

Auto 

Auto 

Auto 

Auto 

Auto 

Auto 

1 Auto 

Auto 

Layers 1 Output Layer 

Layer No. of Model Type 

Auto 1 Most Likely 

Most Likel 

Most Likelv 

Most Likcls + 
Auto 1 2 1 Most Likely 

Parameter 
Distribution 

Parameter 1 Stapping Conditions 1 Lowest Cost 1 % 

Raage 
Groups Function Match 

Max. Gradient Window Vali- Training on test 
Epochs Size dation 

Seed 

Auto relevnnce 1 10000 1 - 0,01 1 100 1 .-.a 1 149.57 1 3.9 

Auto relevnnce ( 10000 1 -0,Ol 1 100 1 ---- 1 152,82 ( 5.9 
I I I I I I 

Auto relevnnce 

Autorelevonce 1 10000 1 -0.01 1 100 1 ---- 1 145.34 1 5.9 
I I I I 

Single Weight 1 10000 1 - 0.01 1 IO0 1 ---- 1 14 1.73 1 7.8 

10000 - 0,01 

\\'eighis 
ûroupcd 

Sepanic Weights 

\\'cights 
ûroupcd 

Wcighis 

1 O0 

10000 

10000 

10000 

10000 

---- 

- 0.01 

- 0,01 

-0,Ol 

- 0.01 

I 
140.73 

150 

7.8 

150 

150 

150 

---- 

---- 
---- 

---- 

134.42 15,7 

142,RO 

116.70 

122.60 

11,8 

13,7 

11.8 





Mode1 Calibration. Tables (3-1) through (3-3) could be used for model calibration. 
For the selected model, Multi-Layer Perceptron, when dealing with 
reidentification problem, the adjustments respecthg rows 7, 8, 11, and 16 in Table 
(3-1) gave the best possible result and rnight be used in further analysis. 

SELECTED SOFTWARE 
NGO was found to be more suitable because of its automatic genetic optimization 
capability. This software will be used for fuaher data analysis in the research. 

MORE ABOUT GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
What has marked out GAs as compared to other techniques is the surprising speed 
with which commercial organizations have shown interest One of the reasons for 
this is that GAs seem to offer an extremely effective, general-purpose, means for 
dealing with both complexity and scale [14]. 

Genetic algorithms have been developed by John Holland, his colleagues, and his 
students at the University of Michigan. Genetic algorithms are search algorithms 
based on mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. They combine 
sumival of the fittest among string structures with a sûuctured yet randomized 
information exchange to f o m  a search algorithm with some of the innovative flair 
of human search. In every generation, a new set of artificial creatures (strings) is 
created using bits and pieces of the fittest of the old; an occasional new part is 
tried for good measure while randomized, genetic algorithms are no simple 
randorn wallc. They efficiently exploit historical information to speculate on new 
search points with expected improved performance [15]. 

Genetic algonthms are theoreticaliy and empirically proven to provide robust 
search in complex spaces. These algorithms are computationally simple yet 
powerfbl in their search for improvement. 
Random search algorithms have achieved increasing popularity as researchers 
have recognized the shortcornings of calculus-based and enurnerative schemes. 
The genetic algorithm is an example of a search procedure that uses random 
choice as a tool to guide a highly exploitative search through a coding of a 
parameter space. The important thing to recognize is that randomized search does 
not necessarily imply directionless search. 



Genetic algorithms are dinerent fiom more normal optimization and search 
procedures in four ways: 
1. GAs work with a coduig of the pararneters set, not the pararneters themselves. 
2. GAs search fkom a population of points, not a single point. 
3. GAs use payoff (objective function) information, not derivatives or other 

auxiliary knowledge. 
4. GAs use probabilistic transition d e s ,  not detemiinistic d e s .  

In many optimization methods, we move gingerly fkom a single point in the 
decision space to the next using some transition rule to determine the next point. 
This point-to-point rnethod is dangerous because it is a perfect prescription for 
locating false peaks in multimodal (many-peaked) search spaces. By contrast, GAs 
work fiorn a nch database of points sirnultaneously (a population of strings), 
climbing many peaks in parallel; thus, the probability of finding a false peak is 
reduced over methods that go point to point. Many search techniques require much 
a d a r y  information in order to work properly. By contrast, genetic algorithms 
have no need for all this auxiliary uifomation: GAs are blind. To perfonn an 
effective search for better and better structures, they only require payoff values 
(objective funchon values) associated with individual sûings. 

Unlike many methods, GAs use probabilistic transition d e s  to guide their search. 
Taken together, these four differences; Le. direct use of a coding, search fiom a 
population, blindness to auxiliary information, and randomized operators, 
contribute to a genetic algorithm's robusiness and resuliing advantage over other 
more comrnonly used techniques. 

A simple genetic algorithm that yields good results in many practical problems is 
composed of three operators: 
1. Reproduction 
2. Crossover 
3. Mutation 

Reproduction. Reproduction is a process in which individual strings are copied 
according to their objective function values, 1F We can think of the function f as 
some measure of profit, utility, or goodness that we want to maximize. Copying 
strings according to their fitness values means that strings with a higher value have 



a higher probability of contributhg one or more offspring in the next generation- 

Crossover. After reproduction, simple crossover may proceed in two steps. First, 
members of the newly reproduced strings in the rnating pool are mated at random 
(figure (3-2)). Second, each pair of strings undergoes crossing over as follows: an 
integer position k along the string is selected iinifonnly at random between 1 and 
the string length less one [l, Al]. Two new strings are created by swapping d l  
characters between positions k+ 1 and linclusively. For exarnple: 
A l = O 1 l O 1  
A 2 = 1  1 0 0 1  
Suppose the random nurnber k = 4. The resulting crossover yields two new strings 
where the prime (') means the strings are part of the new generation: 

Fig (3-2). A schematic of simple crossover shows the alignment of two strings and 
the partial exchange of information, using a cross site chosen at random 

The mechanics of reproduction, and crossover are surprkingly simple, involving 
random number generation, string copies, and some partial string exchanges. 
Reproduction and crossover combine to search potentially pregnant new ideas. 

Mutation. We h d  that mutation plays a decidedly secondary role in the operation 
of genetic algorithms. Mutation is needed because, even though reproduction and 
crossover effectively search and recombine extant notions, occasionally they may 



become overzealous and lose some potentially usefùl genetic material (1's or 07s 
at particdar locations). In artincial genetic systems, the mutation operator protects 
against such an irrecoverable loss. In the simple GA, mutation is the occasional 
(with srnall probability) random alteration of the value of a string position. By 
itself, mutation is a random wak through the string space. When used sparingly 
with reproduction and crossover, it is an insurance policy against premature loss of 
important notions. Mutation rates are similady smaU (or srnakr) in natural 
populations, leading us to conclude that mutation is appropriately considered as a 
secondary mechanism of genetic algorithm adaptation. 



CHAPTER FOUR 
DISTANCE MEASURES 

In addition to neural networks, other distance measures were also investigated for 
the purpose of vehicle reidentifkation. Results were then com~pared to neural 
networks' output. Chapter 6 contains the results. Distance measures are introduced 
in this chapter in the following pages. Some of them (Euclidean, Correlation, and 
Lebesgue) were previously used by Sun in his research at the University of 
Caiifornia, Irvine [2]. 

Euclidean. It is the simplest distance measure and could be formulaited as below: 

where x, and x, are vehicle signature waveforms for upstream amd downstream, 
and N is the number of data values in each waveform. The objective is to 
minirnize this dis tance. 

Correlation. It is equal to one minus correlation coefficient (p) d u c  to x-axis. 

where, 

and o is the standard deviation. 

Lebesgue. That needs to interpolate and resample the waveforms due to the 
vertical axis (due to waveform amplitudes). 

where, 

= Yuk-Ydk. 

yu and yd are y axis transformed values of the variable x at upldown stream, 



respectively and y is, actually, the average horizontal distance between two 
waveforms. p is the total number of piece-wise continuous segments that form the 
waveform x. In our case, ody the f i s t  and last monotonie segments of the 
signature waveform were used in calculations since, firstly, they proved to be 
adequate for deriving a good representative of the wavefom and secondly most of 
the vehicles only have a single maximum in their waveform. A wise look at the 
above relationship shows that Lebesgue &es the variance of the horizontal 
distance between downstream and upstream waveforms. 

One major difficulty with the processed waveform was the waveform shift that 
was present due to the detector sarnpling p e n d  and detector thresholding. In the 
case of a waveform shift, the distance measured between the upstream and 
downstream waveforms would result in significant errors despite the fact that it is 
derived from the waveforms originating fkom the same vehicle. One way of 
addressing the problem of waveform shifting is to use the technique of horizontal 
differencing calculated by the Lebesgue integral. In horizontal differencing, an 
axis transformation is perfonned where the ordinate and abscissa are 
interchanged. Then the variance of the difference or shift between the new 
ordinates of the two waveforms is measured. Two identical waveforms that are 
shifted versions of each other would have a zero shift variance. The objective is 
to minimize this shift variance [2]. 

FVst Derivative. It is, actually, the Euclidean distance between first derivatives 
of the two waveforms: 

This distance was measured due to both x-axis (abscissa) and y-axis (ordinate). 
This feature is c d e d  later the 'Euclidean Slope'; since it represents the Euclidean 
distance between piecewise slopes of each vehicle wavefom pairs. The objective is 
to minimize this distance. 

Second Derivative. It is, like first derivative, the Euclidean distance between 
second derivatives of the two waveforms: 

N 



During the initial investigations it was found that the second derivative is not as 
significant as the first derivative and was decided to exclude it from further 
analysis. The objective is to rninimize this distance. 

MSE. It is the 'Mean Square Errer' between two waveforms and is formulated as 
below: 

This distance is like Euclidean, the difference being that it actually highlights the 
larger Merences by raising them to the power of two. The objective is to 
minimize this distance. MSE could also be viewed from both x or y axis. 

FFT. Fast Fourier Transformation of original signature waveforms could be 
considered a new usefbl feature for reidentification purpose. Some distance 
measures (like Euclidean, First Derivative and MSE) were utiLized to find the 
distance between Fourier Transformed signature pairs. Again, the objective was 
to minirnize this distance. A detailed explanation of Fourier Transform is brought 
in appendix A 1161. The function X = £R(x) implements the transformation for 
vector x of Iength N by: 

where w ,  = e(-Z"''N is an nh root of unity. 

SPATIOTEMPORAL PATTERN DISTANCE MEAsUREmNT [ln 
Spatiotemporal Patterns . A spatiotemporal pattern is a fiinction x : [h, ti] + Rn 
fkom a closed interval of time [b, tl] to n-dimensional Euclidean space. In other 
words, a spatio-temporal pattern is simply a trajectory or path in n-dimensional 
space, parameterized by t h e .  We assume that al1 spatiotemporal patterns are 
smooth functions (they are contuiuous and have contuiuous derivatives of ail 
orders) and are defined for all real values of t 

In spatiotemporal pattern recognition, the typical goal i s  to provide a classifiçation 
for a relatively brief spatiotemporal pattern. The process of locating and extracting 



the patterns of interest fiom a larger pattem is called segmentatho~. In both the 
image case and the sound-stream case, segmentation can be complicated if 
individual patterns of interest are partially obscured by other elements of the 
overd pattern or, worse yef if irrte~erence occurs between Meren t  objects of 
interest. In sound streams, obscuration and interference sirnply involve a mixing 
together of sounds fiom different sources. 

Spatiotemporal pattem classification has an issue associated with it that does not 
pertain to spatial pattern classification - namely, spitriotemporal warpiog- The t e m  
spatiotemporal warping refers to the action of a transformation T : 3 c d+d 
that maps each spatiotemporal pattem in a subset d of the set of al1 possible 
spatiotemporal patterns (in other words, all smooth mapping from (-a, +a) to 
Rn) to another spatiotempord pattem in d. Such spatiotemporal warping 
transformations can take many forms. One common example is the thne warp. A 
time warp takes a pattern x(t) and transfomis it into a pattem x(B(t)), where 0 is a 
strictly monotonically increasing smooth scalar function of tirne. Time warping has 
the effect of speeding up or slowing down the movement of the pattem x dong its 
trajectory in Rn and of translating it fonvard or backward in time. 

Another example of a spatiotemporal warp is the change that occurs to the sound 
power spectrum of a phonograph record when the same record is played at meren t  
speeds. Note that the power s p e c t m  spatiotemporal warping associated with 
speeding up or slowing down a phonograph record is different fkom the 
transformation associated with speaking faster or slower. When we speak faster or 
slower, our vocal pitch changes very little, and therefor essentidy the same sounds 
are emitted as in normal speech, only in a faster or slower sequence than normal. 
Thus, the sound power s p e c t m  spatiotemporal warping transformation associated 
with speaking faster or slower is essentially a simple time warp. If this were not so, 
the problem of speech recognition would be even more difncult than it is. In 
general, spatiotemporal pattern classifiers are required to be insensitive to one or 
more spatiotemporal warping transformations. 

Spatiotemporal pattem distance measurement. Given two spatiotempord patterns, 
u(t) and v(t), a natural way to define a space-tirne distance measurement for them is 
simply to integrate the Euclidean distance lu(t)-v(t) 1 between u and v over t h e .  We 
will assume that all  spatiotemporal patterns are defined on the time interval (-a, 



+CO), however, we shaU also assume that every spatiotemporal pattern is equal to 
the zero vector O except on some f i t e  interval [h, ti]. Fomally, the distance 
measurement D corresponding to this scheme is given by 

It is easy to establish that D is a dsîmzce meûic on the space of all smooth 
spatiotemporal patterns of compact support (that is, spatiotemporal patterns that are 
zero everywhere except on a compact, closed and bounded interval). The distance 
measurement D has the following properties: 

A distance measurement that satisfies these four conditions is lmown as a metnc. 
But, there are many situations in which the metric D itself is not satisfactory. 
However, i f  we were to apply an appropriate corrective spatiotemporal warping 
transformation to one of the two patterns being compared, then D might serve quite 
adequately as a distance measurement. 

The basic concept is that we want to create a distance measurement that is 
invariant, or at least insensitive, to the distortion of pattems by some preselected 
class p of spatiotemporal warping transformations. For example, if we wished to 
be insensitive to s m d  time warps, we might define the class g so as to consist 
of transformations of the f o m  u(t) + u(8(t)), where 0.5 dWdt 12.0. Ofcourse, 
rnight consist of even more complicated transformations, such as those comected 
with pitch changes or bandpass filtering. 

Given the desire to have a distance measurement that is invariant with respect to 
class of spatiotemporal warping transformations, a naturd choice wodd be 

G(u, 6) = inf D(u, TV). 
Tep 



The above equation means that we will now measure distance with a measurement 
G, which we obtain by measuring the D distance between u and every possible 
transformed version of v (that is, using every transformation T in the preselected set 
of transformations g), and then taking the minimum of all of these D distances. 
Instead of using the minimum function, min, which is suitable only for fkding the 
smallest of a f i t e  set of real numbers, the above equation uses the function inf 
(standing for uItmm), which is a generalization of min that will work for real 
number subsets with innnitely many members. 

The distance measurement G has the advantage that it is no longer sensitive to 
spatiotemporal warping transformations of class ,p (the effects of which we have 
decided to ignore). G is not a metric, because G(T,u) =O does not imply that Tu=u. 

Matched fütering. A matched filter is a device for detecting a particular signal. In 
traditional signal processing texts, the matched filter for input (complex) scalar 
signal u, tuned to (complex) scalar v, is defined with the eformula 

The output of this this filter is maximal only when the input waveform u matches 
the reference waveform v. It c m  be shown that the matched filter is the ideal 
detector for the waveform v in additive white noise (noise that has the same power 
level at a l l  fkequencies and is uncorrelated with itself at different thes).  This 
classical definition of a matched filter is suitable for only single dimentional 
signals; the filter has the disadvantage that its output is based on an assumption that 
the unknown signal has a known power level. These restrictions are h e  for radar, 
sonar, and communications, but are not appropriate for pattem recognition. Thus, 
we must generalize this definition. 

i%e gene~~3lizedmu/fidirnentionaI matcbed filter for input spatiotemporal pattern u, 
tuned to spatiotemporal pattem v, over spatiotemporal warp class , is defined as 

~ , , ( u ,  t) = id p p(r - r> J u(r> - T ~ T )  1 dr. 
T E 9  -a 

Where p is a non-negative smooth function with p (t) 20 for TE(-%O), (where a is a 
non-negative constant) and p (t) =O otherwise (see figure (4-L)), and where is a 

d e h e d  set of spatiotemporal warping transformations. The b c t i o n  p is c d e d  a 



rime wiodowiag fincfion It serves the purpose of focusing the attention of the 
distance measurement on the time interval [t-a$]. H c m  be interpreted as the 
distance between the spatiotemporal pattem u over the t h e  interval [t-a,t], and the 
best matching warped portion (of duration [t-a, t]) of v. 

This matched filter generalizes the usual matched filter to the case of n-dimensional 
signals. It dispenses with the use of complex numbers and it irnplements a matching 
process that can be made insensitive to a variety of signal distortions that are 
unimportant for a particular problem @y choosing the set g~ of spatiotemporal 
warping transformations correctly). 

Figure (4-1). A typical time wuidowing fhction p 

SimpE&ing the spatiotemporal approach for vehicle reidentification. Since vehicle 
signature waveforms are a simple two-dimensional pattem, the idea of 
transformation fuoction could be interpreted as a horizontal shift 
(backward/fonvard) of waveforms, fïnding the distance between each pair of 
transformed signatures and picking the minimum distance value. FoUowing 
justifications could be presented: 
- considering the transformation u(t) + u(B(t)), where 0.5 5 dWdt 12.0, we 

conclude that: 0 3  + c 5 0 5 2.0t + c. This means that u(t) + u(at + c). The 
first terni, at, deals with the fatness of the pattem; if 0 0 ,  transformation will 
stretch the pattem in tune (making it fat) and if a<O, will cornpress it (making 
it thùi). The second tenn, c, just shifts the pattern horizontally in tune. 

- In our case, since we already followed the 3-step normalization, we don't intend 
to M e r  change the shape of the pattem, but horizontal shifting of the pattern 
seems reasonable, because we already noticed the problem of waveform shift 
due to the detector sampling penod and detector thresholding. 

- Therfore, as a simplined transformation approach we consider a=O and 
c=variable that means u(t) + u(t + c). Practically speaking, the mean horizontal 



clifference between each vehicle pair wavefoms will be calculated and the 
variable c will be defined to belong to a certain interval around the mean value. 
Then, one of the waveforms will be shifted due to the c values and each tirne the 
distance between waveform pair will be calculated. Among the several obtained 
distances, the minimum one will be picked and used for m e r  calculations. 

Results of horizontal shifting algorithm will be presented in chapter 6. 



CHAPTER FIVE 
RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Raw data files (Signature files) were received by Professor Abduhai fkom the 
University of California Irvine to be further analyzed at the University of Toronto. 
As explained in chapter 2, the test data were obtained fiom a field data on the 
westbound SR-24 fkeeway in Lafayette, California in December 1996. Two data 
acquisition stations were instnimented with video, loop waveform dataloggers, and 
speed trap dataloggers. Standard 6' x 6' (1.82 x 1.82 m) loops were used at both 
stations [2]. Example of raw signature data is shown in appendix B. 

In this research the objective was to consider an input file that contained several 
groups of 10, 20, or 30 vehicle pairs (one upstream followed by another 
downstream vehicle). In each group, only one signature pair came fiom the same 
vehicle at downhp stream. The attempt was to apply different distance 
measurements (as explained in previous chapters) and evaluate each one by hduig 
the accuracy level achieved. Also, a judgement method was developed to combine 
the distance measures and give the combined accuracy level. The reason for 
choosing upstream window sizes of 10, 20, and 30 was that in real tune after 
applying optimization levels and narrowing the candidate vehicle pairs, a value in 
that range is usually obtained. 

FEATURE EXTRACTION 
The 3-step feahire extraction (as explained in chapter 2) was perfomed to convert 
raw signature data into normalized ones. To overview, they are presented below: 

Step 1. Signal magnitude was normalized with respect to its maximum amplitude to 
elirninate upstrearn and downstream variations. 
Step 2. Transformation of time axis into length by multiplying it by the speed of the 
vehicle which was obtained fkom each double loop speed trap configuration. 
Step 3. Re-sarnpling of data by using a spline interpolation. This was necessary 
because the waveform magnitude vectors needed to be compared at the same 
intervals. 
A bnef explanation of spline interpolation is represented in appendix C [BI .  



To derive the extracted waveform fiom the raw waveform, cornputer programs had 
to be written. MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory) was selected for this purpose 
because of its ma&-vector-oriented system that supports a wide range of activity 
that is crucial to the computational scientist [19]. MATLAB is an interactive 
system whose basic data element is a matrix that does not require dimensioning. 
Problem solutions are expressed almost exactly as they are written mathematicdy- 
with no programming required. This d o w s  us to solve many numerical problems 
in a fkaction of the tirne it would take to vnîte a program in a language like Fortran, 
Basic, or C. Part of usefulness of MATLAB cornes firom having powerfid 
analytical tools available, and part fiom being able to do graphies, but the heart of 
MATLAB's success is the elegant user interaction. 

A simple prograrn was uiitially witten in Visual Basic to transfom the raw data 
mes to a format that was readable by MATLAB. One example of the transfoxmed 
data is shown in appendix B. 

A MATLAB prograrn was written to generate norrnalized wavefoms fiom raw 
signatures. This prograrn could be viewed in appendix D. The output Gle contained 
nomalized signatures in each row of data (as opposed to the original raw data file 
in which signature data came in columns making the file larger). Example of the 
output data is shown in appendix B. Note that re-sampling of signature amplitudes 
(interpolation) was performed in 0.12m intervals of vehicle length. Hence, every 
data cell in the output file is the interpolated normalized amplitude corresponding 
to a multiplication of 0.12m vehicle length. For example, the 5" data ceil contains 
the signature amplitude when 5 x 0.12 = 0.60 meter of length of the vehicle had 
entered the magnetic field of the loop detector. 

VEWCLE REDENTFICATION 
Input file. Note that raw data files that were acquired in December 1996 came in 21 
separate files for the downstream loop as well as 21 separate £des for the upstream 
loop. Hence, nonnalization was dso done file by file an4 as a result, there were 21 
normalized signature files for the downstream and for upstream loops. For the 
purpose of vehicle reidentification, data fües needed to be integrated to create a 
single file which contained both up/down strearn data ail together, and 
again be readable by MATLAB for M e r  analysis. This task was done by 



Excel. Each record of data contained an upstream signattmre followed by a 
downstream one. 

Recall that a Mdeo-tmthing had been performed and each vehide was assigned an 
ID to be able to evaluate the reidentincation algorithm and calaculate the accuracy 
level. Each vehicle owned the same vehicle ID at d o d u p  streiiun loop stations. In 
the above-mentioned input file, vehicle IDs are located at the beginning of each 
signature data array. This was also done to be able to calculate -the accuracy Levels 
for the applied algonthms. 

Distance Measurement, To conduct vehicle reidentification; a M T L A B  program 
was written that performed the following tasks: 

Opened the input file and kept it in memory. 
For each downstream waveform, the distances between thait wavefonn and a 
group of 10, 20, or 30 upstream vehicles based on distance nmeasures algorithm 
that were explained in chapter 4 were calcdated. Distances were obtained due 
to both horizontal (abscissa) and vertical (ordinate) axes. 
The concept of vehicle shifting was performed based on ;average horizontal 
distance between each vehicle pair. Waveforms were s'lnfted backward or 
forward (depending on the sign of the distance value) eglual to the nearest 
multiplication of 0.04 rneters (c = 0.04 m) around (left and riight) of the average 
distance value. A number of distance measures (those that had better 
performance) were used to find the new distance betweem shifted signature 
pairs. These new distances were only calculated due to. x-axis shce the 

horizontal waveform shift doesn't change other features that a r e  obtained due to 
y-axis. 
An output file containing the calculated distances (features)( were created and 
saved on hard drive. 
For each group of vehicle pairs and for each feature (distmce measured), the 
vehicle pair that owned minimum distance were marked as winning pair in that 
group (and for that specinc feature) and was saved in an output file. 
For each feature, the number of vehicle groups that reidentËZication was done 
correctly for them (Le. minimum distance belonged to thatr pair of the same 
vehicle) was counted and divided by the total number of moups. This value 
was saved and known as the accuracy level for that s~pecific feature. 



Total accuracy level (i-e. combination of a l l  features) was measured based on 
the 'Majonty concept' in that the winning vehicle pair was the one that the 
majority of features had voted to it. 

This program is brought in appendix D. Output results will be shown in the next 
chapter. 

Neural Network. To make predictions, neural network should first be trained by a 
training file and then be presented with a test file with the sarne nature. As shown 
in chapter 3, several m s  of two selected software packages were done to 6nd the 
best perfoming mode1 as well as best software and more appropriate cod5guration. 
Finally, the Back Propagation network, one of the NGO's available network types, 
was selected for the rest of the research. 

At fksf NGO was presented with the nomalized signatures (a pair of vehicle 
signature in each row). If the record belonged to the same vehicle, the output value 
was 1; othennise, it was 0. This way NGO was trained to recognize between sirnilar 
and dissimilar vehicle pairs. But, we saw that in best case the accuracy level didn't 
exceed 33%, which is very low. 

Later, &er some more investigation, it was realized that neural networks 
performed better if they were trained on a processed dataset rather than sirnply 
using the raw or nomalized signature data. Hence, NGO was trained with new 
training file that contained a number of distance measures' outputs (features). 
Then, it was tested on a test file that contained the same number of features. For 
this purpose, the MATLAB output £de that contained rneasured distances (features) 
was used. Not all the features were used to train the network, but only those that 
came with a better accuracy level. This increased the accuracy level fiom 33 to 63 
percent. Results will be presented in the next chapter. A part of training file is 
brought in appendix B. 



CHAPTER SIX 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the result of vehicle reidentification procedure explained in the 
previous chapter will be presented. Analysis is performed on two different data 
sets; one collected during morning rush hour (congested t r a c )  and the other 
collected during off-peak hour (moderate trafnc). 

RESULTS FOR CONGESTED DATA 
Vehicle reidentification algorithm, as explained in Chapter 5 was implernented 
first on a reduced data file with a total of 302 groups of 20 vehicle signature pairs 
using MATLAB program. Results for complete data set are shown at the end of 
this chapter. These data were those that were collected on December 12, 1996 
during moming msh hour (see Chapter 2). Complete output file is shown in 
Appendix B. A summary result is shown in Table (6-1). 

NGO (Neuro Genetic Optimizer) was also trained by a training file and then 
tested on the test data set. NGO output result is also brought in table (6-1). 
Features that appear in table (6-1) are explained already in Chapter 4.The following 
is an explanation of what every notation stands for. 

eut. 1s the simple euclidean distance (vertical distance) that is summed up ail 

over the vector lengths. 
MSE. 1s the 'Mean Square Error' (again based on vertical distances). 
eu - slp. 1s the euclidean distance between k s t  derivatives (due to the x-axis). 
slp - var. 1s the variance of the dserence between first derivatives (due to the x- 
ax is ) .  
MSE-slp. 1s the MSE of the first derivatives (due to the x-axis). 
MSE - fR 1s the MSE of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the Original 
vectors (FFT of the original up/down vectors was first performed and then MSE 
calculated between each up/down FFT pairs). 
Correlation. 1s the correlation between vehicle waveform pairs due to x-axis. 
leb. 1s the variance of the horizontal dserences between each signature pair. 
Note that to obtain this feature, vectors should have been interpolated due to the 
vertical axis (ordinate interpolation). 



or - eu - slp. 1s the euclidean distance between fkst derivatives (due to the y-axis 
or ordinate). 
or-slp-var. is the variance of the  merence between f i s t  derivatives (due to the 
ordinate). 
or-mse-slp. 1s the MSE of the Grst derivatives (due to ordinate). 
multip. 1s the multiplication of five distances; i.e. eu-slp, slp-var, leb, 
or-eu-slp, and or - slp - var. 
Multip-all. 1s the multiplication of a l l  above features (except multip). 
BP NN. 1s the Back Propagation Neural Network that was implemented by the 
NGO software. This network was trained by the following 6 features : 
e-lp, slp-var, leb, or-eu-slp, or-slp-var, and multip. 

Some other features like second derivative were not found to be signincant and set 
aside £iom f i a l  calculations. 

Table (6-1). Reidenfincation results on Dec. 12 data set (reduced version) 

Feature 

euc 1 302 1 116 1 38.4 1 

Before wavefom shift 
Total [ Groups t Percent 1 Total 

vehick 
groups 
testcd 

MSE fft 1 302 1 123 

1 1 

reident&d 1 accuracy 
correctly 

Correlation 1 302 1 113 1 37.4 1 62-3 

Accu- 
mcy 
(%) 

I 

119 1 39.4 

149 49.3 

142 47.0 

141 1 46.7 

1 

MSE 

eu slp 

; 1 il2 1 1 56.6 1 or eu si 

or SI var 47.4 

or rnse sl 3 02 144 47.7 

302 

302 

leb 

slp var 

MSE s l ~  

3 02 

multip 

302 

302 

161 53 -3 

multip aii 

BP NN 

Not calculated 

After waveform shift 

3 02 

Remain unchanged 

188 1 62.3 

302 

3 02 

Percent 
accuracy 

Total 
vehicle 
mups 

Groups 
reidentijjed 

CO-Y 

166 1 55.0 

189 1 62.6 62.6 
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Discussion. Looking at the Table (6- l), the following statements could be drawn: 
Before waveform shiff features obtained fiom x-axis (abscissa) point of view 
show less accuracy comparing to those obtained fiom vertical axis. This proves 
the effect of waveform horizontal shift that was discussed earlier. 
Before waveform shift, among features that were obtained due to x-axis, 
'euclidean slope' seerns to be more accurate (with 49.3% accuracy level) in 
reidentifïcation problem. This feature looks less d e r a b l e  to aliasing (noise) 
effect. 
Before waveform shiff among features that were calculated due to y-axis, 
'multip' (that cornes fiom multiplication of five most signincant features) 
perfoms the best (with 62.3% accuracy). This feature, actually, carries the 
effect of all those five features in one. After this feature, 'or-euc-slp' with 
56.6% accuracy has the best performance. 
As explained in Chapter 5, only a few features that were better perforrning were 
selected to be used after waveform shift. These features were aU calculated fiom 
x-axis. It was explained in chapter 5 that horizontal shift of waveform does not 
affect other features that were calculated due to y-axis. For this reason they are 
not discussed here. 
M e r  waveform sliift, there was a considerable ùicrease in accuracy level. 
Euclidean distance accuracy was increased fi-om 38.4% to 50.3%, which is a 
3 1% raise. MSE showed 30% rise fiom 39.4% to 51.3% and Euclidean slope 
showed a 22% rise fiorri 49.3% to 599%. 
Disregardhg 'multip' which is the combination effect of 5 other features, 
Euclidean slope after waveform shift shows the best accuracy level among other 
features. 
The column that is marked 'total accuracy' are the output result of combining 
several features using the majority concept (see chapter 5). 
As explained earlier, BP NN was trained using 6 signincant features that were 
calculated by MATLAB program. It was stated in chapter 5 that neural network 
performs better if it was trained by a suitable feature. We can see its power as a 
non-linear prediction tool in Table (6-1). It has the best accuracy level among 
all. But for implementation, it must be reminded that NN must fïrst be presented 
with a train file. If this file is not a proper representative of the test data, the 
output will be misleading. Hence, it must be handled with care. BP was trained 
for the after-shift case using three features. Resulted accuracy level is 60.6, 
which is higher than the features themselves. 



FURTKER COMBINATION OF THE FEATURES 
To improve the accuracy, it was attempted to fürther combine the features. In other 
words, features fkom before and after wavefom shift were combined and accuracy 
level was computed using those features and majority concept Results are shown 
in Table (6-2). It can be observed that only seven features, which were more 
signincant, were selected at this stage. There is a new feature narned 'multipB&A7 
which is amived at by multiplication of features 'mdtip' (before shift) and 'eu-slp' 
(after shift). Words 'before' and 'after' in parentheses indicate if the feature relates 
to before or after waveform shift. 

It can be seen that the total accuracy is improved by 1.6% from 62.3% to 63.9% 
percent. Although it is not a considerable improvement, it shows that by proper 
selection and combination of features, there are always ways to improve the 
accuracy level. 

Table (6-2). Reidentincation results on Dec. 12 data set (fûrther combined) 

RESULTS FOR MODERATE DATA 
In chapter 2 we explained that two separate data sets were collected in December 
1996, containkg signature data during trafnc congestion and moderate traffic flow, 
respectively. Results for the congested data were presented above. Here we bring 
the results for the moderate data collected on December 6, 1996. lnitial input file 
contained only 64 groups of 20 vehicle pairs (window-20 upstream vehicles). This 

Feature 

eu slp (before) 

Leb 

Or eu slp 

Multip (before) 

eu slp (after) 

Multip (der )  

MultipB&A 

Total vehicle 
groups tested 

3 02 

3 02 

302 

302 

3 02 

3 02 

302 

Groups 
reidentified 
correctly 

149 

161 

171 

188 

181 

166 

189 

Percent 
accuracy 

49.3 

53 -3 

56.6 

62.3 

59.9 

55.0 

62.6 

Total 
A-CY 

(%) 

63 -9 



was done initially to increase the computation speed and optimize the program. 
Resdts are shown in Table (6-3). Later, a larger data file with variable group sizes 
of 10, 20, and 30 vehicle pairs were considered, which wiU be discussed at the end 
of this chapter. 

It is worthy to mention that in moderate trafEc conditions since vehicles 
traveled faster, the total number of waveform samples was s m d .  That caused a 
larger sampling error due to waveform shift. Hence, it is obvious to see lower 
accuracy levels in table (6-3). 
In the case of moderate data, all the features performed lower than congested 
data. Arnong them, Lebesgue shows better match that is still much lower than 
congested case (40.6% compared to 53.3%). 
It is very interesting to see that features after waveform shift are as good as ( 
even better) congested case except eu - slp that is 40.6% (as compared to 
59.9%). But still it is better than before shift case. The reason, again, could be 
because of errors occwed due to low sampling rate. This happened to change 
the wavefonn shape and decrease the accuracy level especially for the features 
that were cdcuiated due to the vertical axis. 
Again it can be observed that BP neural network performed reasonably 
especially for the 'before shift' case. To see how much neural network is 
depending on the data it is trained with, the BP network that was trained by the 
December 12 data set was represented by December 6 data. The accuracy level 
for the 'before shift7 case was 40.3% (as compared to 46.8% when it was 
trained with December 6 data). It shows a decrease in accuracy level, but this 
decrease is not drastic. For 'after shift' case, it is very interesting to see a higher 
accuracy of 50.0% (as compared to 48.4%). This concludes that 'after shift' 
data are more consistently and reliably than 'before shiff' data. The reason is, 
orobablv, elimination of discre~ancies in features after waveform shifi. 



Table (6-3). Reidentification results on Dec. 6 data set (reduced version) 

Feature 

euc 

leb 1 64 1 26 1 40.6 1 

MSE 

eu slp 

slp var 

MSE slp 

MSE Et 

Correlation 

Before wavefonn shift 
Total 

vehicle 
P U P S  
teste. 

64 

64 

64 

64 

64 

64 

64 

or eu slp 

or slp var 

or mse slp 

multip 

multip all 

BP NN 

BP NN 

trained by 
decl2 data 

Not cdcu lated 

G~OUPS 
reidentined 
conectly 

23 

Total 
vehicle 
groups 
tesied 

64 

64 

64 

-- 

22 

24 

22 

23 

20 

22 

64 

64 

64 

64 

64 

62 

62 

Remain unchanged 

OTHER FEATLTRES 
Signature files contained some other usefid data Like vehicle length, speed, lane 
number, and maximum amplitude. Among thern, vehicle length (calculated by the 
loop data acquisition software) was found to be more signincant and was attempted 
as an additional feature in the majority decision nile for the moderate data set; but 
it decreased the accuracy levei fkom 39.1% to 35.9%. It is not surprising since 
most of the vehicles are within a very closed range of length, speed, lane nurnber, 
and maximum amplitude and using those features for reidentifïcation purpose will 
increase the probability of a wrong match. 

Percent 
accuracy 

3 5.9 

Groups 
reidentïfïed 

C O ~ Y  

36 

35 

26 

34.4 

37.5 

34.4 

35.9 

3 1.3 

34.4 

8 

11 

10 

22 

25 

29 

Total 
Accu- 
w 
(%) 

Percent 
accuracy 

56.3 

54.7 

40.6 

39-1 

12.5 

17.2 

15.6 

34.4 

39.1 

46.8 46.8 



It is worthwhile to bring some statistics for the data that were used in this study. 
Table (64) contains summary statistics of the signature data. 

In congested t r a c  we see a very low speed, as low as 1.1 m/s. Speed is, on 
average, lower at upstream than downstream (9.0 m/s comparing to 14.9 m/s) 
since main fkeeway flow was merging with on-ramp flow at that point (see fig 
(2-2)). Because of more congestion at upstream we see less scattering in speed 
values (speed variance is 3.3 at upstream while it is 27.1 at downstream that is 
much higher). Higher speed and speed variance at upstream could be a reason 
for causing error in collected data and specially waveform shifi. 
In moderate trafnc the speed is much higher (near 3 1 d s ,  on average). We see 
almost the same average speed at both up/down stream stations. Low speed 
variance also confhms that vehicIes could travel at the highest allowed speed. 
As we discussed earlier, high speed d l  tend to face a major error caused by 
waveform shift due to low sampling speed of Loop detector assembly. Also, 
less congestion could be interpreted as more fieedom to maneuver, which is 
another reason for creating error in collected signatures. 

Table (6-5) shows the proportion of the vehicle types that were considered at the 
downstream station in this study. 

For the moderate traffic, although the sample size is rather small (totally 64 

vehicles), the effect of wavefonn shift is very significant; especially for the 
Small Vans. Note that Table (6-5) contains downstream vehicles that were 
considered in each vehicle group and each were compared with 20 vehicles at 
upstream. Among those 64 vehicles, 47 were cars, 16 were small vans, and 1 
was a small truck. Before waveform shifting, 15 cars (31.9%), 9 srnall vans 
(56.3%), and 1 small tmck (100%) were reidentified correctly. After waveform 
shift, 20 cars (42.6%), 13 small vans (81.3%), and 1 small tmck (100%) were 
reidentified correctly. 
For the congested trafZic, totally 302 vehicles at downstream were considered 
and each were compared to 20 vehicles at upstream. Although the 
improvements are not as significant as for the moderate trafic (we discussed 
the reason above), but still we see sorne improvements that proves the effect of 
waveform shi£t idea. 



Table (6-5). Proportionhg ofthe vehicle types for the reduced data sets 

Mer 
Shi ft 

1 Toîai Nos. 

1 % Matched 

1 Total Nos. 

1 Nos. Matched 

Moderate T d c  @m. 6) Congested TraEic @ec. 12) 

Car s m d  ' small Car Small S d  Rigid Artic 

Van Truck Van Truck Truck 

47 16 I 226 65 7 2 2 

15 9 1 132 47 6 1 2 

EFFECT OF WINDOW SIZE 
For the above data andysis, a downstream vehicle signature was cornpared to 20 
upstream signatures (window size was equal to 20) and the correctly matched 
vehicle groups tend to produce accuracy level for each feature. Since the purpose of 
this study is to compare the performance of different distance measures, we expect 
that changing thé window size (number of upstream signatures being compared to 
downstream one) wiIl not affect the overall result, i.e. whatever the window size is, 
the accuracy level ratios for different features will remain constant. To experiment 
this statement, the complete data set for bath congested and moderate trafnc were 
considered and 3 window sizes (10, 20, and 30 vehicles) were tested. Results for 
the December 12 data set are illustrated in table (6-6) and for the December 6 data 
set in table (6-7). Table (6-8) shows the vehicle type proportionhg for difEerent 
window sizes and traffic levels, 

Statistical Analysis was performed to determine the effect of window size change 
on the features ratio. Table (6-9) contains the summary results. Values under each 
wlidow size are the nomalized accuracy levels. In other words, for each window 
size, accuracy levels ( show in tables (6-6) and (6-7)) are divided by the largest 
one. We can observe that standard deviation (STD) and Coefficient of Variation 
(COV) which are two major scattering indices are very low for almost all of the 
features. This proves our hypothesis that window size is not effective on the 
features ratio. 



Table (6-4). Surnrnary statistics for signature data used in the study 

1 Moderate Traffic (Dec. 6) Congested Trafnc (Dec. 12) 
Upstream Loop Station ; Downstream Loop Station 

1220 

- 

m toop Station 

1 Average value 
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Figure (6-1) shows reidentincation accuracy levels based on window size for both 
data nles and Figure (6-2) shows accuracy levels based on vehicle type. Note that 
for the December 6 data, the values obtained fiom feature 'multipPal17 are used in 
figure (6- 1). 

Reidentification 
Accuracy (% ) 

:c- 12 
6 Date 

- ---- - 

Figure (6- 1). Reidentification accuracy levels based on window size and date 



Date 

Reidentification 
Accuracy (Y0 ) 

Ve hicle Type (A .S.) 

B.S. = Before Shîft 

Figure (6-2). Reidentification accuracy levels based on vehicle type and date 



CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

s-uMnaRY 
What follows is a summary of this research study: 

1. In previous research [2], a five level optimization method was developed to 
solve vehicle reidentification problem. In this research focus was on the 
fourth level, i.e. distance measurement. It was attemped to develope some 
other distance measures to complement the previously used ones. 

2. A three-step feature extraction method was implemented on raw signature data 
to transform them to a workable normalized ones. 

3. Several distance measures (in addition to those that were already used) were 
developed to be tested on normalized signature data. 

4. A new idea referred to as 'waveform shifting' was also implemented in which 
vehicle reidentification was perfonned after signature waveforms were shifted 
horizontally. This method improved the reidentification accuracy level 
specially for the moderate traffic data in which vehicles traveled much faster. 

5. A judgement method based on majonty votes was used to combine 
reidentification done by each distance measure. 

6. MATLAB was selected as a cornputer programming tool to implemet the 
reidentification process . 

7. Back Propagation Neural Network (BP NN) was also used as a distance 
measure. BP NN proved to perform reasonably if utilized appropriately. 

8. Effect of window size (number of upstream vehicles compared to each 
downstrean one) on the accuracy level of the distance measures were 
investigated by considering 3 different window sizes of 10, 20, and 30 
vehicles. Results showed no signifiant change in feature ratio due to window 



size. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The foilowing conclusions could be drawn: 

Results presented in chapter 6 indicate a considerable improvement in distance 
measures' performance compared to those features that were used in previous 
research. It is expected to see a rise in reidentification level if the presented 
approach is used in conjunction with the five level optimization developed in 
the previous research. New added features as well as waveform shift concept 
could serve as a complement to previously used distance measures in the 
fourth optimization step. This should be implemented in future research. 

Two major constraints limited the reidentification accuracy level [2] .  First, the 
physical loops were the square shape six-by-six foot (1.82m x 1.82m) loops. 
Because of their dimensions, these loops integrate the waveform signal over the 
six foot distance and essentially elirninate more distinctive edges. By contrast, 
loops one meter (3.3 foot) long in the traversal direction are used in Europe for 
waveform collection, and they are able to produce sharper curves in the 
wavefoms. The second consiraint was the sampling period of 11 to 14 ms. 
With this low sampling rate, sharp corners in the wavefoms were also missed. 
Having the above two constraints, we could conclude that resulted matchkg 
accuracies are significant. 

Results presented in chapter 6 prove that reidentification based on 'waveform 
shift' is more consistent and reliable. Almost sirnilar accuracy levels were 
obtained for two different trafic behaviour when 'waveform shift' was used. 

Neural Network proved to be a powerful distance measure (if it is trained with 
suitable data) because of its non-linear prediction capabilities. This tool needs 
to be handled with care since a badly trained network could result in a very 
poor prediction. 

From moderate trafic data we learnt that the higher the speed, the lower the 
reidentification accuracy level. Waveform shift recovered this accuracy loss 
significantly and showed to be workable at any speed situations. 



6. Referring to Tables (6-5) and (6-8), matching percentage for the heavy 
vehicles (Rigid trucks and Articulated) was the highest (10%) and for the 
passenger cars was the lowest (as low as 25% for the moderate traffic before 
shift). This is obvious because of the fewer number of heavy vehicles in the 
reidentification stream and uniqueness of their signature waveform. 

IWITXW RESEARCH 
As mentioned earlier, findings of this research might be combined with what had 
been done earlier 121. This could improve the fourth optirnization level used in 
the previous research. When completed, vehicle reidentification can result in 
some reliable section measures such as travel time and density on a real time 
basis. Furthermore, it can be employed in different ways in widespread Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS). 
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APPENDIX A 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (FFT) 

HISTORICAL S-Y OF THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM 
During a meeting of the President's Scienfic Advisory Cornmittee, Richard L. 
Garwin noted that John W. Tukey was writing Fourier transform. Gamin, who in 
his own research was in desperate need of a fast means to compute the Fourier 
transform, questioned Tukey as to his knowledge techniques to compute the 
Fourier transform. Tukey outlined to Garm essentially what has led to the famous 
Cooley-Tukey algorithm [ 161. 

Ganvin went to the cornputhg center at IBM Research in Yorktoi Heights to have 
the technique programmed. James W. Cooley was a relatively new member of the 
staff at IBM Research and by his own admission was given the problem to work on 
because he was the only one with nothing important to do. At Ganvin's insistence, 
Cooley quickly worked out a computer program and retumed to his own work with 
the expectation that this project was over and could be forgotten. However, 
requests for copies of the program and a write-up began accurnulating, and Cooley 
was asked to write a paper on the algorithm. In 1965 Cooley and Tukey published 
the now famous "An Algorithm for the Machine Calculation of Complex Fourier 
Series" in the Mathematics of  Comput;a~on. 

Without the tenacity of GanWi, it is possible that the fast Fourier transfom, would 
still be relatively unknown today. The term relative is used because after Cooley 
and Tukey published their hdings, reports of other people using similar techniques 
began to become known. P. Rudnick of Oceanic Institution in La Jolla, California 
reported that he was using s d a r  technique and that he had got his idea nom a 
paper published in 1949 by Danielson and Lanezos. This paper in tum referenced 
Runge and for the source of their methods. These two papers, together with the 
lechire notes of Runge and Konig, describe essentially the computationd 
advantages of the FFT algorithm as we know it today. 

L. H. Thomas of IBM Watson Laboratory also was using a technique very similar 
to that published by Cooley and Tukey. He ùnplied that he simply had gone to the 
Library and looked up a method to do Fourier series calculations, a book by 



Stumpff. Thomas generalized the concepts presented in Stumpff and derived a 
similar technique to what is now lcnown as the fast Fourier transfom. 

Another line o f  development also led to an algorithm equivalent to that of Thomas. 
In 1937, Yates developed an algorîthm to compute the interaction of 2"d factorial 
experiments. Good extended this avenue of approach and outlined a procedure for 
the computatiom of N-point Fourier transforxns which was essentially equivalent to 
that of Thomas, 

The fast Four&er transfom algorithm has had a long and interesting h i s t o ~ .  
Unfortunately, not until recently did the contributions of those involved in its early 
histoly become known. 

TRANSFORM ANALYSIS 
Every reader b a s  at one time or another used ~sfoorm aoalysis techiques to 
simplirj. a problem sofutioo. The reader may question the validity of this statement 
because the term bansform is not a familiar analysis description. However, recall 
that the logarithm is in fact a transfonn which we have al( used. 

To more clearly relate the logarithm to transfom analysis consider Fig(A- 1). We 
show a flow diagrarn which demonstrates the general relationship between 
conventional and transform analysis procedures. In addition, we illustrate on the 
diagrarn a simplifïed transform example, the logarithm transform. We will use this 
example as a mechanism for solidifjmg the meaning of the term fransfom 

analysis. 

From Fig(A-1) the example problem is to determine the quotient Y = X/Z. Let us 
assume that extremely good accuracy is desired and a cornputer is not available. 
Conventional analysis irnplies that we must determine Y by long-hand division. If 
we must perform the computation of Y repeatedly, then conventional analysis 
(long-hand division) represents a tirne consuming process. 

The right-hand side of Fig(A-1) illustrates the basic steps of transform analysis. As 
showri, the fks t  step is to convert or transform the problem statement. For the 
example problem, we choose the logarithm to transform division to a subtraction 
operation. 



Because of this simplification, transform analysis then requires only table look-up 
of log and log (Z), and a subtraction operation to determine log (Y). From 
Fig(A-l), we next £ind the inverse transform (antilogarith) of log (37 by table 
look-up and complete the problem solution. We note that by using transform 
analysis techniques we have reduced the complexity of the example problem. 

In general, transforms ofken result in simplified problem solving analysis. one such 
transfoxm analysis technique is the Fourier transform. This transform has been 
found to be especially useful for problem simplification in many fields of scientinc 
endeavour. 

CONVENTIONAL 
ANALYSIS 

1 
I 

TRANSFORM 
AWALYSIS 

I 

I TABLE LOOK-W AND 
SUETRACTION 

Figure(A-1). Flow diagram relationship of conventional and transfonn analysis 

BASIC FOURIER TRANSFORM ANALYSIS 
The logarithm transform considered previously is easily understood because of its 
single dimensionality; that is, the logarithrn function transforms a single value X 
into the single value log (X). The Fourier transform is not as easily interpreted 
because we must now consider functions defhed fiom - to f a. Hence, 
contrasted to the logarithm function we must now transform a function of a 



variable defined fiom- oo to + oo to the fûnction of another variable also defined 
fkom-ooto+m. 

A straightfonvard interpretation of the Fourier transfonn is illustrated in Fig(A-2). 
As shown, the essence of the Fourier transfom of a waveform is to decompose or 
separate the waveform into a sum of sinusoids of different fkequencies. If these 
sinusoids sum to the original waveform then we have determined the Fourier 
transform of the wavefom. The pictorial representation of the Fourier trmsform is 
a diagram which displays the amplitude and fiequency of each of the determined 

sinusoids. Figure(A-2) also illustrates an example of the Fourier transfonn of a 
simple waveform. The Fourier transform of the example wavefom is the two 
sinusoids which add to yield the waveform. As shown, the Fourier transform 
diagram displays both the amplitude and fiequency of each of the sinusoids. We 
have followed the usual convention and displayed both positive and negative 
fiequency sinusoids for each fiequency; the amplitude has been halved 
accordingly. The Fourier transform then decomposes the example waveform into 
its two individual sinusoida1 components. 

Figure(A-2). Interpretation of the Fourier transform 



The Fourier transform identifies or distinguishes the different fiequency sinusoids 
(and their respective amplitudes) which combine to form an arbitrary waveform. 
Mathematically, this relationship is stated as 

where sp) is the wavefom to be decomposed into a sum of sinusoids, S(f) is the 
Fourier transform of s(i, and j =a. An example of the Fourier transform of a 
square wave function is illustrated in Fig(A-3)-a. An intuitive justification that a 
square waveform can be decomposed into the set of sinusoids deterrnined by the 
Fourier transform is shown in Fig(A-3)-b. 



Figure(A-3). Fourier transfonn of a square wave fùnction 

We normally associate the analysis of periodic functions such as a square wave 
with Fourier series rather than Fourier transforms. However, the Fourier series is a 
special case of the Fourier transfom. 



If the wavefom s(i) is not periodic then the Fourier transfom will be a continuous 
fûnction of fkequency; that is, s(5) is represented by the summation of sinusoids of 
all eequencies. For illustration, consider the pulse wavefom and its Fourier 
transform as shown in Fig(A-4). in this example the Fourier transform indicates 
that one sinusoid fiequency becomes indistinguishable fiom the next and, as a 
resulq all frequencies must be considered. 

The Fourier transfom is then a fkequency domah representation of function. As 
illustrated in both Figures (A-3)-a and (A-4), the Fourier transform fiequency 
domain contains exactiy the same information as that of the original fiinction; they 
differ only in the manner of presentation of the information. Fourier analysis dows  
one to examine a function fiom another point of view, the transfonn domain. The 
method of Fourier transfom analysis, employed as illustrated in Fig(A-l), is often 
the key to problem solving success. 

Figure (A-4). Fourier transfom of a pulse waveform 



DIGITAL COMPUTER FOURIER ANALYSES 
Because of the wide range of problems which are susceptible to attack by the 
Fourier iransform, we would expect the logical extension of Fourier transform. 
Numerical integration of Eq. (A- 1) implies the relationship 

For those problems which do not yield to a closed-foxm Fourier transfom solution, 
the discrete Fourier transform (A-2) offers a potential method of attack. However, 
careful inspection of (A-2) reveals that if there are N data points of the fiinction 
s(ti) and if we desire to detennine the amplitude of N separate sinusoids, then 
computation t h e  is proportional to N ~ ,  the number of multiplications. Even with 
high speed cornputers, computation of the discrete Fourier transfom requires 
excessive machine time for large N. In 1965 Cooley and Tuckey published theïr 
mathematical algonthm which has become known as the 'Tast Fourier Transform 
(FFT)". FFT is a computational algorithm which reduces the computing t h e  of Eq. 
(A-2) to a time proportional to N logz IV This increase in computing speed has 
completely revolutionized the many facets of scientific analysis. 

THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
A principal analysis tool in many of today's scientinc challenges is the Fourier 
transfom. Possibly the most well-known application of this mathematical 
technique is the analysis of linear the-invariant systems. But as emphasized 
before, the Fourier transfom is essentially a universal pro blem solving technique. 
Its importance is based on the fundamentai property that one can examine a 
particular relationship fkom an entirely different viewpoint. S imultaneous 
visualization of a fimction and its Fourier transform is often the key to successful 
problem solving. 

THE FOURIER INTEGRAL 
The Fourier integral is d e h e d  by the expression 

If the integral exists for every value of the parameter fthen Eq. (A-3) defines Hm, 
the Fourier transfonn of h(i. Typicdy Ii(Q is termed a fùnction of the variable 



time and H(ii is termed a function of the variable fkequency. We will Use this 
terminology throughout the chapter; r i s  time and f i s  fiequency. Further, a lower 
case symbol will represent a function of tirne; the Fourier transform of this t h e  
function will be represented by the same upper case symbol as a function of 
fkequency. 
In general the Fourier transform is a complex quantity: 

Hm= R(0 +jI(Q =/H(./ dWo (A-4) . 
Where R(0 is the real part of the Fourier transform, 

I(@ is the imaginary part of the Fourier transform, 
/H(@/ is the amplMe or Fowier spectrum of 6(i) and is given by 

B(f) is the phase mgfe of the Fourier transfomi and is given by tari1 [1(4/IC(17J. 
Fig(A-5) austrates the various forms of Fourier transform presentation. 

Figure(A-5). Real, imaginary, magnitude, and phase presentations of the Fourier 
transform 



THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
Nomally a discussion of the discrete Fourier transform is based on an initial 
dennition of the finite length discrete transfom; fkom this assumed axiom those 
properties of the transform implied by this definition are derïved. This approach is 
unrewarding in that at its conclusion there is always the unanswered question, 
"How does the discrete Fourier transform relate to the contixiuous Fourier 
transform?" To answer this question we find it preferable to derive the discrete 
Fourier transform as a specid case of continuous Fourier transfom theory. 

In the following, we develop a special case of the continuous Fourier transfonn 
which is amenable to machine computation. The approach will be to develop the 
discrete Fourier transform &om a graphical derivation based on continuous Fourier 
transform theory. These graphitai arguments are then substantiated by a theoretical 
development. Both approaches emphasize the modifications of continuous Fourier 
transform theory which are necessary to d e h e  a computer-oriented h-ansform pair. 

A GRAPHiCAE DEVELOPMENT 
Consider the example function h(i and its Fourier transform H(@. Lllustrated in Fig 
(A-6)-a. It is desired to modify this Fourier transform pair in such a manner that the 
pair is amenable to digital cornputer computation. This modified pair, termed the 
discrete Fourier transform is to approximate as closely as possibly the continuous 
Fourier transform. 

To detemine the Fourier transfonn of h(Q by means of digital analysis techniques, 
it is necessary to sample b(Q. Sampling is accomplished by multiplying h(t) by the 
sampling function illustrated in Fig(A-6)-b. The sample interval is T. Sarnpled 

fimction &t) and its Fourier transfonn are illustrated in Fig(A-6)-c. This Fourier 

transform pair represents the first modincation to the original pair which is 
necessary in defining a discrete transfonn pair. Note that to this point the modined 
transfom pair m e r s  fiom the original transform pair only by the aiiasing effect 
which result from sampling. If the waveform h(0 is sampled at a fiequency of at 
least twice the largest fiequency component of b(Q, there is no loss of information, 
as a result of sampling. If the function h(i is not band-limited; Le., H(@ # O for 
some f/> f ,  then sampling will introduce, aliasing as illustrated in Fig(A-6)-c. To 



reduce this error we have only one recourse, and that is to sample faster; that is, 
choose T smaller. 

The Fourier transform pair in Fig(A-6)-c is not suitable for machine computation 
because an infinity of samples of h(r) is considered; it is necessary to tnincate the 
sampled function ho) so that only a nnite number of points, say N, are considered. 
The rectangular or -cation h c t i o n  and its Fourier transform are illustrated in 
Fig(A-6)-d. The product of the infinite sequence of impulse functions representing 
6 0  and the tmcation fûnction yields the f i t e  length thne b c t i o n  illustrated in 
Fig(A-6)-c. Tmcation intro duces the second modification of the original Fourier 
transform pair; this effect is to convolve the aliased fiequency transform of Fig(A- 
6)-c with the Fourier transform of the tnuication fùnction Fig(A-6)-d]. As shown 
in Fig(A-6)-e, the fiequency transform now has a m e  to it; this effect has been 
accentuated in the illustration for emphasis. To reduce this effect, recall the inverse 
relation that exists between the widfh of a time function and its Fourier transform, 
Hence, if the tmcation (rectangular) function is increased in lm,&., then the 
sin flf fùnction will approach an impulse; the more closely the sin flf function 
approximates an impulse, the less ripple or error will be introduced by the 
convolution which results fkom truncation. Therefore, it is desirable to choose the 
length of the tmcation h c t i o n  as long as possible. 

The modified transform pair of Fig(A-6)-e is still not an acceptable discrete Fourier 
transform pair because the frequency transfom is a continuous function. For 
machine computation, only sample values of the fiequency function c m  be 
computed; it is necessary to modify the fkequency transform by the fiequency 
sampling function illustrated in Fig(A-6)-f. The fiequency sampling interval is 
1/To. 

The discrete Fourier transform pair of Fig(A-6)-g is acceptable for the Purposes of 
digital machine computation since both the time and fiequency domains are 
represented by discrete values. As illustrated in Fig(A-6)-g, the original t h e  
function is approximated by N samples; the original Fourier transform H(fj is also 
approximated by N samples. These N sampies define the discrete Fourier transform 
pair and approximate the original Fourier transfom pair. Note that sampling in the 
time domain resulted in a periodic function of fiequency; sarnpling in the fiequency 
domain resulted in a periodic function of time. Hence, the discrete Fourier 



transform requires that both the original tune and fiequency functions be modined 
such that they become periodic functions. N time samples and N fiequency values 
represent one perïod of the tune and fiequency domain wavefoms, respectively. 
Since the N values of t h e  and fiequency are related by the continuous Fourier 
transform, then a discrete relationship c m  be derived. 

Figure(A-6). Ciraphical development of the discrete Fourier transfom 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The preceding graphical development alushates the point that if a continuous 
Fourier transform pair is suitably modifïed, then the modified pair is acceptable for 
computation on a digital cornputer. Thus, to develop this discrete Fourier transform 



pair, it is only necessary to derive the mathematical relationships which result fiorn 
each of the required modifications: t h e  domain sampling, tnincation, and 
fkequency domain sampling. 

Consider the Fourier transfomi pair iiiustrated in Fig(A-7)-a. To discretîze this 
transfonn pair it is &st necessary to sarnple the waveform h ( i  the sampled 
waveform can be written as h(ïï do() where do (t) is the time domain sampling 
function illustrated in Fig(A-7)-b. The sampling interval is T. The sampled h c t i o n  
can be written as 

Or) <O 

t i ( t ) A ,  ( t )  = h(t)  C 6( t -  kT) = C h(kT)6(1- kT) 
k-03 k=- 



Figure(A-7). Graphical denvation of the discrete Fourier transform 

The resdt of this multiplication is illustrated in Fig(A-7)-c. Note the aliasing effect 
which results fi-om the choice of T 



Nexf the sampled function is truncated by multiplication with rectangular functicn 
x(t) Uustrated in Fig(A-7)-d: 

Where To is the duration of the tmcation function. The sampled tnincated 
waveform and it's Fourier transform are illustrated in Fig(A-7)e. As in the 
previous example, tnmcation in the time domain results in n@pliigin the fiequency 
domain. 

The h a 1  step in m o d m g  the original Fourier transform pair to a discrete Fourier 
transform is to sample the truncated Fourier transform. In the tirne domain th is  
product is equivalent to convolving the sampled tnuicated waveform and the time 
function Ai(t), illustrated in Fig(A-7)-f. We avoid the rest of computations and 
bring the h a l  equations. We choose the notation b ( t )  to imply that i(t) is an 

approximation to the function h(i) and conclude: 

the Fourier transform of Eq. (A-7) is 

Fourier tïansform (A-8) can be expressed equivalently as 

Eq.(A-9) iç the desired discrete Fourier transfom; the expression relates N samples 
of t h e  and N samples of fiequency by means of the continuos Fourier transform. 
The discrete Fourier transfomi is then a special case of the continuous Fourier 
transform. If it is assumed that the N samples of the original function h(t) are one 
penod of a periodic waveform, the Fourier transform of this periodic function is 
given by the N samples as computed by Eq.(A-9). Notation k(o NT) is used to 



indicate that the discrete Fourier transfom is an approximation to the continuous 
Fourier transform. normally, Eq.(A-9 is written as 

(A- 10) 

since the Fourier transfonn of the sampled periodic function g@T) is identically 
G(o1NTJ 

THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (FFT) 
Interpretation of fast Fourier transform results does not require a well-grounded 
education in the algorithm itself but rather a thorough understanding of the discrete 
Fourier transform. This follows fiom the fact the FFT is sirnply an algorithm (i-e., a 
particdar method of perfonning a series of computations) that can compute the 
discrete Fourier transform much more rapidly than other available a lgor ihs .  For 
this reason our discussion of the FFT addresses only the computational aspect of 
the algorithm. 

A simple ma& factoring example is used to intuitively j u s t e  the FFT algorithm. 
The factored matrices are altematively represented by signal flow graphs. From 
these graphs we c m  construct the logic of an FFT cornputer program. 

Consider the discrete Fourier transform (A- 10) 
N-1 

X( n) = x, ( k) e- n = OJ,,.. , N -  l (A- 1 1) 
k=o 

where we have replaced kT by k and d W b y  o for convenience of notation. We 
note that (A-1 1) describes the computation of N equations. For example, if N = 4 
and if we let 

then (A- 11) can be written as 



Above equations can be more easily represented in matrix form 

or more compactly as 

(A- 13) 

(A- 12) 

We will denote a matrix by boldface type. 

Examination of (A- 12) reveals that since W and possibly xo@) are complex, then 
N~ complex multiplications and - 1) complex additions are necessary to 
perfonn the required matrix computation. The FFT owes its success to the fact that 
the algorithm reduces the nurnber of multiplications and additions required in the 
computation of (A- 12). 



APPENDIX B 
DATA SAMPLES 

EXAMPLE OF THE RAW SIGNATURE DATA 

# Record 3171, lane 2 4 
# Normal 
1780.795 
1780.808 
1780.821 
1780.834 
1780.847 
1780.860 
1780.873 
1780.887 
1780.900 
1780.913 
1780.926 
1780.939 
1780.952 
1780.965 
1780.978 
1780.991 
1781- 004 
1781. 017 
1781.030 
1781.044 
1781.057 
178l.070 
1781,083 
1781.096 
1781.109 
1781.122 
1781.135 
1781.148 
1781.161 
1781.174 
1781.187 
1781.200 
1781.214 
1781.227 
1781.240 
1781.253 
1781.266 

2 14.4 4.51 Car 

The above signature data is picked fkom the upstrearn loop station signature file. 
Elements of the signature n l e  are as below: 

93 



- First line contains three elements that are: 
Record number is the sequential record number assigned by the data 
collection software. 
Lane 2 is the lane number that the vehicle was travelling in. 
4 is the matched vehicle ID fiom the video tnithing. This vehicle should 
have the same ID at downstream signature file. 

- Second line contains eight elements that are: 
Nomal means that the vehicle was in one lane. If it was straddling lanes, 
the word 'DOUBLE' appeared instead of 'NORMAL'. 
Second element is the time stamp of the vehicle when it was hrst 
detected. 
Third element is the time offset that for all signature mes it is 0.00. 
1496 is the maximum amplitude value recorded by the loop detector. 
2 is the lane nurnber that the vehicle was travelling in when detected. 
This number was also existing in the f k t  line. 
14.4 is the speed of the fi-ont of the vehicle in meters per second. 
4.5 1 is the length of the vehicle in meters. 
Car is the type of the vehicle that is recognized by a simple classification 
based on vehicle length. For motorcycle LC3.0m; for car 3 .O to 4.7m; for 
Small Van 4.7 to 6.0 rn; for Small Truck 6.0 to 8.0m; for Rigid Truck L 
8.0 to 1 1.0m; and for Artic D 1 1 .Om. 

- The remaïning iines on the signature file are time in second and magnitude. 



EXAMPLE OF THE PREPARED SIGNATURE DATA 

As was described in chapter 5, raw signature data was modified to be readable by 
MATLAB. The following signature belongs to vehicle 3 17 1 at upstream. Elements 
are explauied earlier in this chapter. 

% #  Record  3171  lane 2 4 
% #  Normal 07:58:34.795 0.00 1497 2 
C a r  

ID3171 = 4; STI3171  = 'Normal'; t h e 3 1 7 1  = 07 :58 :34 .795 ;o f f s e t3171  = 
0 - 0 0 ;  
max3171 = 1497 ; l ane3171  = 2;sp3171  = 1 4 . 4 ; l e n 3 1 7 1  = 4 .51 ; type3171  = 
' C a r ' ;  
s i g 3 1 7 1 =  [ 
1780.795 39 
1780.808 62 
1780 .821  86  
1780.834 137  
1780 .847  189  
1780.860 308 
1780 .873  427 
1780.887 546  
1780.900 712 
1780 .913  878 
1780 .926  959 
1780.939 1153  
1780.952 1200  
1780 .965  1312 
1780 .978  1410 
1780 .991  1439 
1781 .004  1469 
1781.017 1496 
1781.030 1473  
1781 .044  1393  
1781.057 1317  
1781.070 1289 
1781 .083  1260  
1781 .096  1213  
1781 .109  1166 
1781 .122  1104 
1781 .135  964 
1781 .148  744 
1781 .161  656 
1781 .174  519 
1781 .187  3 9 1  
1781 .200  314 
1781.214 237 
1781.227 IO0 
1781.240 9 1  
1781 .253  64 
1781.266 37 1; 



EXAMPLE OF NORMALIZED SIGNATURES 

The following data set is part of nomalized MATLAB-output signatures for 
upstream loop. F k t  column is vehicle ID (that was determined by means of video 
tmthing), second column is vehicle record number (that was assigned by the data 
acquisition software), and the rest of columns are nomalized wavefonn amplitudes 
with respect to vehicle length intervals of 0.12 meters starting from 0.00 meter and 
endhg with 6 -00 meters. For example the thud column is the wavefom amplitude 
corresponding to length=O.OOm, the forth column is for length=O. 12m, and so on. 
Note that only the &st 8 colutnns of the amplitude values are brought here. 



EXAMPLE OF NGO TRANING FILE 

The following data values are part of training file thait was finaily used to train 
NGO. Different combinations of features were attempted and for each the accuracy 
level was measured. At last, the following combination was found to be the most 
appropnate among others. First column is the record number. This is the same that 
came in MATLAB input me. Next 6 columns are the features (distances) that were 
calculated by MATLAB program. Iast column is the output value that we intend to 
train the neural network for. This value is equal to 1 whenever that record 
contained waveforrns for the same vehicle at up/down s e e m  and it is equal to O, 
otherwise. Features are all described before (see chapter 6). 

Record no. 

4821 

4822 

4823 

4824 

4825 

4826 

4827 

4828 

4829 

4830 

5250 

525 1 

5252 

5253 

5254 

5255 

5256 

5257 

5258 

5259 

5260 

dope-var Lebesgue O r-euc-SI p or-sIp-var mdt-5 

0.36107 60.76832 1.92059 3.43 121 109.414 

output 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 



REIDENTIFICATION RESULTS (MATLAB OUTPUT) 

Reidentincation algorithm (as explained in chapter 5) was implemented on the 
input file using MATLAB program. Out put results are brought in the following. 
Note that the distance values (features) that were caiculated for every data record 
are not brought here The following values are for 302 groups of vehicle pairs for 
the reduced data set. Results are presented for before waveform shift followed by 
the &er waveform shifi cases. Values in each cell are the w-g upstream 
vehicle number that are brought for every individual feature. For this data set there 
were 302*20=6040 upstream vehicles. Next table shows the combined effect of ail 
features. Note that results are presented for the congested t r d c  collected on 
December 12, 1996. Summary results for the moderate trafnc (December 6, 1996) 
are presented in chapter 6. 







Group euc MSE eu-slp 
1481 1481 1481 
1501 1501 1501 
1522 1532 1521 
1560 1560 1550 
1561 1561 1561 
1581 1581 1581 
1609 1609 lGOl 
1632 1632 1637 
1657 1657 1641 
1676 1665 1665 
1691 1691 1691 
1706 1707 1709 

1481 
150 1 
1521 
1550 
1561 
158 1 
lGOl 
1637 
1641 
1665 
1691 
1709 
1733 
174 1 
1779 
1781 
1801 
1822 
1857 
1871 
1881 
1920 
1937 
194 1 
1965 
198 1 
200 1 
202 1 
2043 
206 1 
208 1 
2 10 1 
2130 
2 160 
2161 
2187 
220 1 

101 

Icb or-eu-slp o-lp-var or-msc-slp multip multip-ail 



Group euc MSE 
112 2221 2221 
113 2241 2241 
114 2276 2276 
115 2287 2287 
116 2315 2315 
117 2328 2328 
118 2347 2351 
119 2367 2367 
120 2396 2396 
121 2401 2401 
122 2421 2421 
123 2441 2441 
124 2476 2476 
125 2487 2487 
126 2505 2514 
127 2521 2521 
128 2541 2541 
129 2576 2575 
130 2585 2585 
131 2601 2601 
132 2637 2637 
133 2658 2658 
134 2664 2679 
135 2681 2681 
136 2701 2701 
137 2721 2721 
138 2742 2751 
139 2761 2761 
140 2792 2792 
141 2801 2801 
142 2823 2829 
143 2841 2841 
144 2864 2864 
145 2885 2885 
146 2919 2919 
147 2936 2936 
148 2941 2941 

leb O-u-slp or-slp-var or-rnsc_slp multip multip-dl 



Group euc MSE euslp 
149 2966 2966 2972 
150 2989 2989 2999 
151 3001 3001 3001 
152 3023 3023 3035 
153 3048 3041 3041 
154 3069 3069 3069 
155 3082 3082 3081 
156 3111 3111 3111 
157 3121 3121 3121 
158 3141 3141 3141 
159 3161 3161 3161 
160 3191 3191 3191 
161 3219 3219 3201 
162 3233 3222 3233 
163 3256 3256 3256 
164 3261 3261 3261 
165 3281 3288 3299 
166 3315 3315 3303 
167 3336 3336 3336 
168 3341 3341 3341 
169 3366 3371 3372 
170 3381 3381 3395 
171 3401 3416 3401 
172 3436 3436 3430 
173 3456 3456 3456 
174 3461 3461 3461 
175 3489 3489 3489 
176 3517 3517 3517 
177 3533 3533 3533 
178 3541 3541 3541 
179 3567 3567 3567 

180 3587 3587 3594 
181 3606 3606 3601 
182 3621 3621 3621 
183 3659 3649 3655 
184 3662 3662 3661 
185 3681 3681 3681 

Correlation 
2966 
2989 
3001 
3038 
3048 
3069 
308 1 
3111 
3121 
3155 
3161 
3 195 
32 19 
3233 
3256 
3261 
3281 
33 15 
3336 
3341 
3366 
3381 
34 16 
3436 
3454 
346 1 
3489 
351 1 
3533 
354 1 
3562 
3587 
3605 
362 1 
3653 
3662 
368 1 

1 O3 

leb or-eu-slp or-slp-var or-msc_slp mulüp mullip-al1 
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Reidentification accuracy level for Merent features before wavefonn shiftuig for the 
congested traffïc (December 12, 1996): 

Eucl idean-Dis tance:  numbers c o r r e c t =  116  

MSE: numbers c o r r e c t =  119 

Euclidean-Slope:  numbers c o r r e c t =  149 

Slope-var iance:  numbers c o r r e c t =  142 

MSE-Slope: numbers c o r r e c t =  141 

MSE-f f t  : numbers c o r r e c t =  123 

C o r r e l a t i o n :  numbers c o r r e c t =  113 

Lebesgue: numbers c o r r e c t =  1 6 1  

Or-Euc-Slope: numbers coxrect= 1 7 1  

10. Or-Slope-Var: numbers c o r r e c t =  1 4 3  

II. Or-MSE-Slope: numbers c o r r e c t =  144 

12.  M u l t i p l y  (5 f e a t u r e s ) :  numbers c o r r e c t =  188 

13.  M u l t i p l y  (al1 f e a t u r e s )  : numbers c o r r e c t =  166 

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  

p e r c e n t  accuracy-  

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  

p e r c e n t  accuracy= 

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  

p e r c e n t  accuracy= 

p e r c e n t  accuracy=  



Following table contains the winner vehicle nurnber (vehicle that is matched with the 
downstream vehicle) before wavefom shifting (combined effect of all features). If the 
winner number is 20*i+l; OG(30 1 then the reidentïfication is done correctly. 

Winner Group 
1 44 
21 45 
41 46 
61 47 
81 48 
101 49 
12 1 50 
14 1 51 
173 52 
182 53 
20 1 54 
23 2 55 
24 1 56 
26 1 57 
300 58 
30 1 59 
329 60 
341 61 
361 62 
381 63 
40 1 64 
42 1 65 
44 1 66 
46 1 67 
48 1 68 
50 1 69 
53 2 70 
556 71 
576 72 
58 1 73 
60 1 74 
621 75 
64 1 76 
66 1 77 
68 1 78 
705 79 
728 80 
74 1 81 
762 82 
78 1 83 
80 1 84 
83 8 85 
84 1 86 

Winner 
86 1 
896 
90 1 
937 
94 1 
96 1 
98 1 
10 18 
1025 
1058 
106 1 
1093 
1115 
1131 
1141 
1167 
1200 
1209 
1239 
124 1 
1262 
128 f 
130 1 
1338 
134 1 
1364 
138 1 
1413 
1421 
1453 
1474 
148 1 
1502 
1524 
1560 
1561 
158 1 
1609 
1636 
161 1 
1674 
1684 
1706 

Grow 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
9 9 
LOO 
10 1 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
12 1 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 

Winner 
172 1 
174 1 
1777 
178 1 
1808 
1822 
1848 
186 1 
188 1 
1919 
192 1 
1945 
1965 
198 1 
2009 
202 1 
2033 
206 1 
208 1 
21 18 
213 1 
2141 
216 1 
2187 
220 1 
222 1 
224 1 
226 1 
228 1 
23 15 
2328 
234 1 
2378 
2388 
240 1 
242 1 
244 1 
2476 
248 1 
25 16 
2521 
254 1 
256 1 

Winner Group 
258 1 173 
260 1 174 
2637 175 
2658 176 
2676 177 
268 1 178 
27 19 179 
272 1 180 
2742 18 L 
276 1 182 
2785 183 
280 1 184 
2821 185 
254 1 186 
2865 187 
2886 188 
290 1 189 
292 1 190 
294 1 19 1 
2972 192 
2999 193 
3001 194 
3021 195 
3041 196 
3069 197 
3081 198 
31Gl 199 
3 129 200 
3 160 20 1 
3161 202 
3191 203 
3201 204 
3233 205 
3241 206 
3261 207 
3281 208 
330 1 209 
3336 2 10 
3341 211 
336 1 2 12 
3381 2 13 
340 1 2 14 
3428 215 

Winner 
344 1 
346 1 
348 1 
3503 
3533 
3541 
3 570 
3594 
360 1 
3621 
3 649 
3661 
3689 
37 16 
3736 
3750 
376 1 
3790 
3801 
3821 
384 1 
3 867 
388 1 
39 14 
3921 
3941 
396 1 
3982 
400 1 
4023 
4058 
406 1 
4085 
4118 
4121 
4141 
4161 
418 1 
4206 
422 1 
424 1 
426 1 
428 1 



Winner 
43 10 
432 1 
434 1 
436 1 
438 L 
4411 
442 1 
4449 
446 1 
4489 
450 1 
452 1 
454 1 
4563 
458 1 
4601 
462 1 
464 1 
4678 
4683 
470 1 
472 1 
474 1 
4774 
4795 
480 1 
482 1 
484 1 
486 1 
488 1 
4901 
492 1 
494 1 
4977 
498 L 
500 L 
5025 
504 1 
506 1 
5089 
51 13 
5121 
5141 
5 180 
5181 

Winner 
520 1 
5221 
524 1 
526 1 
528 1 
530 1 
5332 
5353 
5369 
5385 
540 1 
542 1 
5457 
546 1 
5495 
550 1 
552 1 
5559 
556 1 
558 1 
560 1 
563 3 
5648 
566 1 
568 1 
570 1 
572 1 
5744 
576 1 
578 1 
5801 
5821 
584 1 
587 1 
5896 
5903 
5 924 
5948 
5978 
598 1 
600 1 
602 1 

Nurnbers correct = 188 

Percent accuracy = 62.25 



Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2 8 
2 9 
3 O 
31 
32 
33 
3 4 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 1 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

Group 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
6 9 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 

s-eu-sIp s-mdtip 
LOO 1 10 18 
102 1 1025 
1058 L058 
106 1 106 1 
108 1 1093 
1115 1115 
1135 1131 
1141 114L 
1167 1167 
1200 1200 
1209 1209 
1234 1239 
1241 1241 
126 1 1262 
1288 1281 
130 1 130 1 
1323 1338 
1350 1341 
1364 1364 
1381 138 1 
140 1 1413 
1430 142 1 
1456 1453 
1468 1474 
148 1 148 1 
L50 1 1502 
1521 1524 
1552 1560 
156 1 156 1 
158 1 158 1 
160 1 1609 
1621 1636 
1641 1641 
1665 1674 
1689 1684 
1720 1707 
172 1 1721 
174 1 1741 
1779 1777 
178 1 178 1 
180 1 1808 
1822 1822 
1848 1848 
186 1 1861 
188 1 188 1 
1901 1919 
1921 1921 
1941 1945 
1965 1965 
198 1 1981 



Group 
10 1 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
L 15 
i l 6  
117 
118 
119 
120 
12 1 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
13 1 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
15 1 



Group 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
2 10 
211 
2 12 
2 13 
2 14 
215 
2 16 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
23 1 
23 2 
23 3 
234 
23 5 
236 
237 
238 
23 9 
240 
24 1 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
25 1 
252 
253 

s-eu-slp s-muitip Group 
4057 4057 254 
406 1 4061 255 
4085 4085 256 
4114 4111 257 
4 126 4 126 258 
4141 4141 259 
4161 4 167 260 
4181 4181 26 1 
4206 4206 262 
422 1 422 1 263 
424 1 424 1 264 
426 1 426 1 265 
428 1 428 1 266 
43 14 43 14 267 
432 1 4321 268 
4341 434 1 269 
436 1 436 1 270 
433 1 438 1 27 1 
440 1 440 1 272 
442 1 442 1 273 
4449 444 1 274 
446 1 446 1 275 
448 1 4489 276 
450 1 450 1 277 
4528 452 1 278 
454 1 454 1 279 
4563 4563 280 
458 1 458 1 28 1 
4607 460 1 282 
462 1 462 1 283 
464 1 4641 284 
4678 4678 285 
4683 4683 286 
470 1 470 1 287 
473 8 4722 288 
474 1 474 1 289 
4766 4768 290 
4783 4790 29 1 
480 1 48 17 292 
4821 4821 293 
484 1 484 1 294 
486 1 486 1 295 
4881 4881 296 
490 1 490 1 297 
4921 4927 298 
494 1 494 i 299 
4980 4977 3 O0 
498 1 498 1 30 1 
5002 500 1 302 
5025 5022 
504 1 504 1 



Reidentification accuracy level for different features after waveform shifting for the 
congested t r a c  (December 12, 1996): 

1. Shifted-Euclidean-Distance: numbers correct= 152 
accuracy=50.33 

2. Shifted-MSE: numbers correct= 155 
accuracy=51.32 

3 .  Shifted-Euclidean-Slope: numbers correct= 181 
accuracy-59.93 

4. Shifted-Multip: numbers correct= 166 
accuracy=54.97 

percent 

percent 

percent 

percent  



Following table contains the wlluier vehicle nurnbers (vehicle that is matched with the 
downstream vehicle) after waveform shifting (combined effect of aU features). If  the 
winner number is 20ti+l; O 4 O O  1 then the reiden-cation is done correctly. 

Winner 
1 

2 1 
4 1 
66 
81 
10 1 
12 1 
14 1 
173 
18 1 
20 1 
22 1 
24 1 
262 
300 
30 1 
329 
341 
36 1 
38 1 
40 1 
42 1 
43 1 
46 1 
48 1 
50 1 
532 
556 
574 
58 1 
60 1 
62 1 
64 1 
66 1 
68 L 
705 
728 
760 
762 
78 1 
80 1 
82 1 
84 1 
86 1 
896 
902 

Winner 

Winner 
1848 
1861 
188 1 
1919 
192 1 
1945 
1965 
1981 
2009 
202 1 
2043 
206 1 
208 1 
2118 
213 1 
2141 
2161 
2 187 
220 1 
222 1 
224 1 
226 1 
228 1 
23 15 
2328 
234 1 
2378 
2388 
2403 
2425 
244 1 
2478 
248 1 
25 16 
252 1 
254 1 
2563 
2600 
26 16 
2637 
2658 
2676 
268 1 
271 1 
272 1 
2743 

Winner 
276 1 
278 1 
280 1 
282 1 
284 1 
2864 
2886 
290 1 
292 1 
294 1 
2972 
2988 
300 1 
302 1 
304 1 
3069 
308 1 
3 101 
3 129 
3 144 
3 161 
3 193 
3219 
3233 
324 1 
3261 
3294 
33 15 
3332 
334 1 
3361 
3381 
340 1 
3428 
344 1 
3461 
3491 
3 503 
3533 
3541 
3 570 
3587 
3618 
3621 
3649 
3662 



Nurnbers correct = 166 

Percent accuracy = 54.97 



S p h e s  were fkst described in 1946. In his landmark paper, Schoenberg laid the 
mathematical foundations for the subject; he showed how one could use splines to 
interpolate equally spaced samples of a function. He also introduced the B-splines, 
the basic atoms by which polynomial splines are constructed. Splines only really 
took off in the early 1960s when mathematicians realized that these functions could 
model the physical process of drawing a smooth curve (minimum cuwature 
property). This created an intense interest in the subject and the applications soon 
followed in approximation theory, numerical analysis, and various other branches 
of applied mathematics. 
Splines are piecewise polynomials with pieces that are smoothly connected 
together. The joining points of the polynomials are called ho&.  B-sphes (where 
the B may stand for basis or basic) are the basic building blocks for splines. Their 
usefulness stems fiom the fact that they are compactly supported; in fact, they are 
the shortest possible polynornial splines. The remarkable result, due to Schoenberg, 
is that splines are uniquely characterized in tems of a B-spline expansion: 

which involves the integer shifts of the central B-spline of degree n denoted by 
P n ( x ) ;  the parameters of the model are the B-spline coefficients CF). x is the 
vector (wavefom) being interpolated and Z is the natural numbers environment. B- 
splines, delked below, are symmetrical., bell-shaped functions constructed fkom 
the @+l) -fold convolution of a rectangular pulse Po : 



Within the family of polynornial sphes,  cubic splines tend to be the most popular 
in applications. Perhaps due to their minhum cuwature property. Using (B-2), the 
following closed-form representation of the cubic B -spLhe could beobtained: 

which is often used for performing hi&-quality interpolation. 



APPENDIX D 
MATLAB CODES 

MATLAB CODE FOR FEATtTRE EXTRACTION 

The folIowing MATLAB program was aimed to tradorm raw signature data to 
noxmalized ones. 

clear 

sig-f ile 

f i d  = fopen('sig-normal-m', 'at') ; 

for n=1:6225; 

int-sp = interpl(ampn(:,l),ampn(:,2) , x ,  'spIinel); 

fprintf (fid, '\n%S. Of',eval( [ 'ID' ,int2str(n) ] ) ) ; 

fprintf(fidt1 %s=',['signt,int2str(n)]); 

fprintf (fid, ' %10.6ft ,(int sp) ' ) ; - 

end 

clear a* x i* 

end 
f close (f id) 



MATLAB CODE FOR VEHTCLE REIDENTIFKATION 

The following MATLAB program was aimed to implenent vehicle reidentincation 
algorithm as explained in chapter 5. 

clear 
inputfile 
Sprovides the field names 
fid = fopen('features.mr, 'at') ; 
fprintf (fid,' Ss 8s 8 s  8s %s %s 5s 5s 5s 8 s  %s 
8s 8s %s % s  %s %s 
%~','~eh~n~~*,'e~clidean'~'MSE'~'euc~slope~~slope varl,'MSE slope','MSE 

- fft','Correlation','Lebesgue','or~euc~slp','or~~l~var'~'o~~~~~~sl~','m 
ult - all', 'mult - Sr, 'avg - shift', 'shift-euc', 'shift-mset , 'shift-slopel); 

for n=1: 6040; 
disl=abs (eval(['u',intSstr(n), '- ', 'd',intSstr(n) 1) 1 ; 
dis rnse=e~al(['u'~int2str(n~, ' - '  - , 'dl ,intZstr(n) ] ) .A2; 

%calculates the euclidean distance and writes to the file 
euc-dis=sum (disl) -dis1 (1) ; 
mserror=sum(dis mse) -dis mse (1) ; - - 
n 
fprintf (£id, '\n%5.Of1,n) ; 
£printf(fid, ' %10.5ff,euc-dis) ; 
euc-d (n) =eut-dis ; 
fprintf (fid, ' %lO.Sf ' ,mserror) ; 
ms-err (n) =mserror; 

%calculates first derivative and writes to file (both euclidean and 
variance slopes) 
for m=2:51; 

dis2 (m-1) =abs (eval( ['u', int2str(n), ' (m-il) ', ' - '  , 'd',int2str(n), 
' ( + ) ,  - 'u',int2str(n), ' (ml ', I f t ,  'd1,int2str(n), (ml ' 1 ) ) ;  
dis3 (m-1) =eval( [lu' ,int2str (n) , '(rn+l) ','- 
', 'df,int2str(n), ' (rn+l) ', ' -  
', 'ut,int2str(n),' (m) ', ' + I f  'dr,int2str(n) , '  (m) '1 1; 
abc~(m-l,2)=(eval(['u'~int2str(n) A m )  '1)) '; 
abcd(m-lf2)=(eval(['d',int2çtr(n),'(rn) ' 1 ) )  ': 

end 
euc-slope=sum (dis2) ; 
fprintf (£id, ' %IO. 5f' ,eut-slope) ; 
euc-slp (n) =eut-slope; 
slope-var=var (dis3) *1000; 
fprintf (£id, ' %IO. Sf' , slope-var) ; 
slp - var (n) =slope-var; 
mserror-slope=sum(dis3 -"2) ; 
fprintf (£id, ' %10.5f1 ,rnserror-slope) ; 
ms-er-slp (n) =mserror-slope; 

%interpolation due to ordinate 
varl=O;varZ=O; 
varll=O;var22=0; 
abcu(51,2)=eval(['u',int2str(n) -2) ' 1 ) ;  





end 
end 

xudl=0.08:0.03:rnin(max(abcul(:,2)) ,max(abcdI(:,Z) 1 ) ;  
int-ul = interpl (abcul ( : ,2) , abcul ( : , 1) , xudl, 'linear' 1 ; 
int dl = interpl (abcdl ( : ,2) , abcdl ( : , 1) ,xudl,'linear ' 1 ; 
xud?=max(min(abcu3(:,2)) ,min(abcd3(:,2)) 1 :O.O3:min(max(abcu3(:,2) 1 ,ma 
x(abcd3(:,2) ) ) ; 
int-u3 = interpl (abcu3 ( : ,2) ,abcu3 ( : ,l),xud3,'linear' 1 ; 
int - d3 = interp1(abcd3(:,2),abcd3(:,l),xud3,'linear1); 

int u=[int-ul, int-u3] ; 
intcd= [int dl, int d3] ; 
dis-leb=inc u-int-d; 
lebdis=var[dis - - lëb) *1000; 

fprintf (fid, ' %10.5ff,leb - dis) ; 
lebes (n) =leb - dis ; 

8slope calculation and writing to file for ordinate(both euclidean 
and variance slopes ) 
for m=l: length (int u) -1; 

dis4 (ml =abs (intIu (m+l) -int d ( rn+l )  -in- (m) +int-d (ml ) ; 
dis5 (ml =int-u (m+l) -int-d  TI) -int-u (m) f i t  - d (m) ; 

end 
ordinate-euc-slope=sum(dis4) ; 
fprintf (£id, ' %10 .5ff, ordinate-euc-slope) ; 
or-eu-slp (n) =ordinate_euc slope; 
ordinate~slope~var=va~(di~5)*1000; 
fprintf (£id, ' 810. 5f1, ordinate-slope-var) ; 
or slpvar (n) =ordinate slope-var; 
fprintf ( fid, ' %10.5f1, suxr~(dis5."2) ) ; 
or-mse-slp (n) =sum(disS. "2) ; 
multip (n) = eut-slp (n) *slp - var (n) *lebes (n) *or - eu-slp (n) *or slp - var (n) ; 
multip - al1 (n) = 
euc-d(n) *ms-er~ (n) *eut-slp (n) *slpPvar (n) *ms-er-slp (n) *ms er fft (n) *CO 
rrelat (n) *lebes (n) *or-eu-slp (n) *or-slp-var (n) *or - mse-slpTn) 
fprintf (fid, ' %17.3f1 ,multip-al1 (n) ) ; 
fprintf(fid, ' %15.3ft ,multip (n) 1 ; 
fprintf(fidfl %lO.Sf',mean(dis-leb)); 

âshifts the signatures horizontally back/for ward 
lngth absc=O: 0.04: 6; 
int absc-u=interpl (lngth, abcu ( : , 2) , lngth-absc, 'spline' ) ; 
intabsc-d=interpl - (lngth, abcd ( : , 2) , lngth-absc, ' spline' ) ; 

if mean (dis-leb) >=O. 02; 
fixl=fix(mean(dis - leb)/0.04); 
fix2=fixl+l; 
u-backl=int-absc-u(l+fixl:151); 
u-backZ=int-absc-u (l+fix2: 151) ; 
d-frwdl (fixl+l: length (int absc d) tfixl) =int absc d; 
d-f rwd2 (fix2+1: length (intabscd) +fix2) =int-abscd; 
sft eucl=sum(abs (u - backl-Tnt - a b s e  (1 : iength (u-backl) ) ) ) / 
length (u-backl) ; 



sft_euc2=sum(abs (u-back2-int absc d(1: length(u back2) ) ) ) / - - - 
length (u back2) ; 
sft-euc3~sum(abs (int-absc-u-d-f rwdl(1: iength (int-absc u) ) ) ) / - 
length (int-absc-u) ; 
s ft_euc4=sum(abs (int-absc-u-d-frwd2 (1: length ( i n  absc u) ) ) ) / - - 
lenath (int absc u) ; 
shift euc=min([sft~eucl,sft_euc2,s£t euc3,sft euc41); - - 
fprintf (fid, ' %10 . 5 f r ,  shift euc) ; - 
shf t-euc (n) =shift-euc; 

sft msel=sum( (u - backl-int-absc-d (1: length (u backl) ) ) . "2) /l - 
engFh (u-backl) ; 
sft-mse2=sum( (u-back2-int-absc-d (1: length u back2) ) 1 . "2) / - 
length (u-back2) ; 
s f t_mse3=sum ( (int-absc-u-d-fxwdl( 1: length i n  absc u) ) ) . "2) / - - 
length (int-absc-u) ; 
sft-mse4=sum( (int-absc-u-d-f~wd2 ( 1: length ( i n  absc u) ) ) . " 2 )  / - - 
length (int absc u) ; 
shift mse&n([;ft mse1,sft-mse2,sft mse3,sft-mse4I); - 
fprintf (£id, ' %lO. 5f', shift mse) ; - 
shft-mse (n) =shift mse; - 
for s-il=2 : length (u backl) ; 

sft-slopl (s-il-l)=abs (u-backl (s-il) -int absc d(s il) - - - - 
u - backl (s il-1) tint absc-d(s-il-1) ) ; - - 

end 
sft - slpl=surn(sft-slopl) / (length (u-backl) - 1  ; 

for si2=2 : length (u back2) ; 
sft-slop2 (s i2-l)=abs (u back2 (s i2) -int absc d(s i2) - - - - 
u - back2 (s - i2-1) tint - absc-d (s-i2-1) ) ; 

end 
sft - slp2=sum(sft slop2) / (length (u-back2) -1) ; - 

for s - i3=2: length (Fnt - absc u) ; - 
sft-slop3 (si3-1) =abs (isabsc u(s i3) -d frwdl (s i3) - - - 
int - absc - u (s - i3-1) +d-frwdl (s-i3-1) 7; 

end 
sft - slp3=sum(sft-slop3) / (length(int-absc-u) -1) ; 

for s-i4=2:length(int absc u); 
sft-slop4 (s il-1) =abs (int-absc-u (s i4) -d frwd2 (s i4) - - - 
int - absc - u (; - i4-1) +d frwd2 (s-i4-1)); - 

end 

sft slp4=sum(sft slop4 ) / (length (int absc-u) -1) ; 
shi7t slp=min( [sft-slp1,sft slp2,sft slp3,sft slp4] ) ; - - 
fprinff (fid, ' %IO. 5f1 ,shifc slp) ; - 
shft slp (n) =shift slp; - - 

elseif mean (dis leb) <=-O. 02; 
fixl=abs (fixTmean (dis-leb) /O. 04 ) ) ; 
f ix2=f ixl+l ; 
d backl=int absc d (ltfixl: 151) ; 
d-back2=int-absc-d (l+fix2 : 151) ; 
u-frwdl (fixî+l: lëngth (int-abs-) +fixl) =int absc u; 
u-frwd2 - (fix2+l: length (int absc u) +fix2) =intabsc:u; - - - 



sft-eucl=sum(abs (int-absc - u (1: length (d-backl) ) -d - backl) ) / 
length (d backl) ; 
sft euc~~swn(abs (int - absc - u (1:length (d-back2) ) -d - back2) ) / 
length (d back2) ; 
sft-euc3~sum(ab.s (u-frwdl(1: length (int - absc - d) ) -int - absc - d) ) / 
length (int absc d) ; 
sft-euc4=sÜk1(ab~(u-frwd2 (1: length (int - absc - dl ) -int - absc - d) ) / 
Iength (int-absc-d) ; 
shift euc=min([sft eucl,sft~euc2,sft~euc3,sftteuc4]) ; 
fprinrf (£id, ' %10.5ff ,shift euc) ; - 
shft-euc (n) =shift-euc; 

sft msel=sum( (int - absc - u (1: length (d-backl) ) -d-backl) . ̂2) / 
lenGth (d backl) ; 
sft mse2~sum((int-absc-u(l:length(d-back2))-d-ba~k2).~2)/ 
length (d back2) ; 
sft mse3zsum( Lu-frwdl(1:length (int-absc-d) 1 -int-absc-d) . "2) / 
length(int-absc d) ; 
sft mse4=sum( (ufrwd2 ( 1 : length (int-abse) ) -int-absc-d) . "2) / 
length [intabscd) ; 
shift mse=min( [;ft-msel,sft-mse2,sft_mse3,sft - mse41) ; 
fprintf (fid, * %lC.Sf ',shift-rnse) ; 
shft-mse (n) =shift-mse; 

for s il=2: length (d backl) ; 
sft slopl ( s  il-l)=abs (int absc-u (s-il) -d - backl (s - il) + 
d-bgckl (s-iï-1) -int-absc4E(s-il-1) ) ; 

end 
s f t  - slpl=sum(s£t-slopl)/(length(d-backll-1) ; 

for s i2=2 : length (d-back2) ; 
sf-slop2 (s-i2-1) =abs (int-abs- (s-i2) -d-back2 (s - i2) + 
d - back2 (s i2-1) -int absc u (s i2-1) ) ; - - - - 

end 
s ft_slp2=sum(sft - slop2) / (length (d - back2) -1) ; 

for s i3=2 : lenath (int absc dl : 
d - . - 

sf<slop3 (s-i3-1) =abs (u-firwdl (s i3) -int - absc - d (s - i3) - 
u - frwdl (s - i3-1) + int - absc - d(s - i3-1) ) ; 

end 
s ft-slp3=sum(sft-slop3) / (length (int-absc - d) -1) ; 

for si4=2: length (int-absc d) ; 
sft-slop4 (s i4-1) =abs (u-frwd2 (s-i4) -int-absc - d(s - i4) - 
u - frwd2 (s - i4-1) +int - absc-d(s-5.4-1) ) ; 

end 

- .  
s hiTt &=MA ( [ ~ f t - ~ l ~ l  
fprintf (fid, ' %IO. Sf* , 

length ( 
ft slp2 
. i G  slp - 

shft - slp (n) =shift-slp; 

.t abs 
ft - sl 

fprintf (fid, ' SIO.Sfl ,sum(abs (intabsc-u-int-absc - d) ) / 
length (int-absc-u) ) ; 
shft-euc (n) =sum(abs (int-absc-u-intabsc-d) ) /length (int - absc - u) ; 



fprintf (fid, ' %10 - 5 f t ,  sum( (int-absc-u-int - absc-d) . "2) / 
length (int-absc u) ) ; 
shft-mse (n) =swnT(int - absc-u-int-absc-d) .^2) /length (int - absc u) ; - 

for s i5=2:151; 
sft~s10P5 (si5-1) =abs (int absc-u (sis) -int - a b s e  (si51 - 
int - absc - u (s - i5-1) +int-abcd (s-i5-1) ; 

end 
fprintf (fid, ' %IO. 5f1, sum(sft slop5) / (length(int-absc-u) -1) 1 ; 
shftslp (n) =surn(sft-slop5) / (lentth (int - absc u) -1) ; - 

end 
smultip (n) =shfteuc(n) *shft-mse (n) *shft-slp (n) ; 
clear a* dis* 

end 
£close (fid) 

%finding the winning vehicle in each vehicle group 
c o r ~ e u c = 0 ; c o r ~ m e = 0 ; c o r ~ e u ~ ~ s l p = O ; c o ~ ~ s l p ~ v a r = O ; c o r ~ ~ e ~ s l p = O ; c o ~ ~ m s e ~ f f  
t=O;cor-leb=O;cor-or - eu - s l p = 0 ; c o ~ ~ o r ~ s l p ~ v a r = O ; c o r ~ o ~ ~ m s e ~ s 1 p = O ; ~ 0 r ~ m ~ l t  
ip=0;cor~mul~all=0;co~~co~relat=0; 

fid = fopen('winners.ml,'at'); 
fprintf(fid,' %s %s Ss %s 8s %s 3s 8s âs Ss 
%s','G~~~p','euc~,'m~e','eu~slp',~slp~var~,~MSE - slpl,'MSE - fftr,'Correlat 
ion', 'leb', 'or-eu-slp', 'or - s l p  - varf, 'or-mse-slp', fmultip', 'multip-all'); 
for loopl=0:301; 

for loop2=20*loopl+l: 20*100p1+20; 
if euc-d (loop2) ==min (euc4d(20*loopl+l: 20*loop1+20) ) 

euc-win (loopl+l) =loopS; 
if euc-win (loopltl) ==20*100p1+1; 

cor~euc=cor~euc+l; 
end 

end 
if ms e r ~  (loop2) --1iJn (ms-err (2O*loopl+l: 2O*loop1+20) ) 

msë-win (loopl+l) =loop2; 
if mse-win (loopl+l) ==20*100p1+1; 

cor-mse=cor-rnsetl; 
end 

end 
if euc-slp (loop2) ==min (euc-slp (20*loop1+1: 2O*loop1+20) ) 

euc slpwin (loopl+l) =loop2 ; 
if ëuc-slp-win (ioopl+l) ==20*ioopï+ï; 

cor~euc~slp=cor~euc~slp+l; 
end 

end 
if slp-var (loop2) ==min (slp-var (20*loopl+l: 20*100p1+20 1 1 

slpvar-win (loopl+l) =loop2; 
if slp-var-win (loopl+l) ==20*100pl+l; 

cor - slp - var=cor-slpvar+l ; 
end 

end 
if ms~er~slp(loop2)=-~n(ms~er~slp(20*loopI+l:2O*loopl+2O)) 



cor~mse~slp=cor~msecor_mse_slp=cor_mse_slp+l;s1p+l; 
end 

end 
if rnser-fft (loop2) =-7Nn (ms er-f it (20*loopl+l:2O*loopl+20) ) 

m e  f ft win (ioopï+ï) =ïoo62; 
if Ge-fft-win (loopl+l) ==2O*loopl+l; 

cor-mse-f ft=cor-me-£ ftfl; 
end 

end 
if correlat (loop2) ==min (correlat (2O*loopl+l: 2O*loop1+20) ) 

correlat~win(loopl+l)=loop2; 
if correlat~win(loopltl)=2O*loopltl; 

cor - correlat=cor~correlattl; 
end 

end 
if lebes (loop2) ==min (lebes (20*100p1+1:20*100p1+20) ) 

leb win (loopltl) =loop2; 
if ïeb win (loopl+l) =20*loopl+l; 

cor-leb=cor - - leb+l; 
end 

end 
if or-eu-slp (loop2) =-7nin (or-eu-slp (20*loopl+l: 20*100p1+20) ) 

or-eu-slp-win (loopl+l) =loopZ; 
if or - eu - slp-win(loopl+l)==20*100p1+l; 

c o r ~ o r ~ e u ~ s l p = c o r ~ o ~ ~ e u U s l p + l ;  
end 

end 
if or-slp-var (loop2) ==min (or slp var (20*1oopl+l: 20*1oop1+20 ) ) 

or_slp-var-win (loopl+l) =loop2f 
if loop2=20*loopl+l; 

CO r~or~slp~var=cor~or~slpPva~+l; 
end 

end 
if or mse slp (loop2) --min (or mse-slp C20*loopl+l: 20*1oopl+20) ) 

o ~ s e ~ s ï p - w i  (ioopî+ï) =Gop2 ; 
if loop2=20*loopl+l; 

cor~or~rnse~slp=cor~or~mse~slp+l; 
end 

end 
if multip(loop2)==min(multip(20*loopl+l:20*loopl+2O~~ 

multip-win (loop1+1) =loop2; 
if loop2==20*loopl+l; 

cor - multip=cor-multip+l; 
end 

end 
if multip-al1 (loop2) ==min(multip_all(20*loopl+~: 20*100p1+20) ) 

multip-all-win (loopl+l) =loop2 ; 
if loop2==20*loopl+l; 

cor - mu1 - all=cor-mul-all+l; 
end 

end 

end 



fprintf (£id, ' \n 
fprintf (fid, ' 
fprintf (£id, ' 
fprintf (£id, ' 
fprintf (fid, ' 
fprintf (fid, ' 
fprintf (£id, ' 
fprintf (£id, ' 
fprintf (£id, ' 
fprintf (f id,  ' 
fprintf (fid, l 
fprintf (£id, ' 
fprintf (fid, ' 
fprintf (fid, ' 

85, Of' , loopl+l) ; 
%5. Of', euc-win (looplfl) ) ; 
85. Of' ,msewin (loopl+l) ) ; 

% S .  Of', euc-slp-win (loopl+l) ! ; 
%5.0f',slp var-win(loopl+l) ) ; 
% ~ . ~ f ' , m s ~ i ~ - w i n ( i o o p l + ï )  1; 
55. Of' ,mse fft-win(looplt1) ) ; 
BS.Off,cor~elat-win(loopl+l) ) ;  
%S.Ofl ,leb-win(loopl+l) ) ; 
% 5 .  Of', or-eu-slp-win (looplfl) ) ; 
%5. Of' , or slp-var-win (loopl+l) ; 
%S. O£', o<mse-slp-win (loop1+1) ) ; 
%5. Of' ,multip-win(loopl+l) ) ; 
â 5 .  Of ' ,multip-all-win (looplfl) ) i 

end 

fprintf (£id, ' \n\n %s%3. Of', ' 1. Euclidean-Distance: numbers 
correct=' , COL-eut) ; 
fprintf (£id, ' \t\t\t\t%sBS. 2fr , 'percent accuracy=' ,100* (cor euc/6l) ) ; - 

fprintf (£id, ' \n\n %s%3. Of', ' 2. MSE: numbers correct=', cor-mse) ; 
fprintf ( f id ,  '\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s%5.2ff, 'percent 
accuracy=', 100f (cor - mse/6l} ) ; 

fprintf (fid, ' \n \n  %s%3. Of1, ' 3. Euclidean-SZope: numbers 
correct=',cor-euc-slp); 
fprintf (£id, ' \t\t\t\t\t%s%S .2fr , 'percent 
accuracy=', 100f (cor euc slp/61) ) ; - - 
fprintf (£id, '\n\n 8~83. Of', ' 4 .  Slope-variance: numbers 
correct=', cor-slp-var) ; 
fprintf (£id, '\t\t\t\t\t\t%s%5.2f ' , 'percent 
accuracy=', 100" (cor - sIp - var/61) ) ; 

fprintf (£id, '\n\n % s % 3 .  Of', '5. MSE-Slope: numbers 
correct=',cor-mse-slp); 
fprintf(fid,'\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s%S52ft,'percent 
accuracy=',100*(cor~mse - slp/61)); 

fprintf (fid, '\n\n %s%3. Of', '6. MSE-fft: numbers 
correct=', cor-me-f ft); 
fprintf(fidf'\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s%S.2f','percent 
accuracy=' , 100f (cor mse fft/61) ) ; - - 
fprintf (fid, ' \n\n Bs%3. Of', ' 7 .  Correlation: numbers 
correct=', cor correlat) ; 
fPrint£(fid,'\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s%5.2ff,'percent 
accuracy=', 100" (cor correlat/6l) ) ; - 
fprintf(fidft\n\n %s%3.0f','8. Lebeçgue: numbers correct=',cor-leb); 
fprintf(fidr'\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s%5.2f','percent 
accuracy=' ,100* (cor - leb/6l) ) ; 

fprintf (fid, '\n\n %s%3. Of', ' 9. Or-Euc-Slope: numbers 
cor~ect='~cor-or-eu-s1p); 



fprintf(fidrl\n\n %s%3-Off,'lO. Or-Slope-Var: numbers 
correct= ' . cor-or-slp-var) ; 
fprintf(£id, '\t\t\t\t\t\tSs%S.Zf ', 'percent 
accuracy= ' ,100* (cor-or-slpvar/ 61) ) ; 

fprintf (fid. ' \n\n %s%3 - Of', ' 11. Or-MSE-Slope: numbers 
correct=', cor-or-me-slp) ; 
fprintf (fid, '\t\t\t\t\t\t%s%5.2f ' . rper~ent 
fprintf (fid, ' \n\n %s%3. Of', ' 12. Multiply (5 features) : numbers 
correct=' , cor-multip) ; 
fprintf(fidr'\t\t\t%s%5~2f','percent accuracy='.100*(cor_mri1tip/61)); 

fprintf (£id, ' \n\n 8 ~ 8 3 .  Of', ' 13. Multiply (al1 features) : numbers 
correct= ' . cor-mu1 a11) ; 
fprintf ( f id, ' \t\t8s%~.2f . 'percent accuracy=' ,100* (cor - mu1 - all/6l) ) ; 
fclose (fid) 

ccunt all=zeros (302,6040) ; 
for l~op3=0:301; 

for loop4=20*1oop3+1:20*1oop3+20; 
if euc~slp~win(loop3+1)==loop4 

count-al1 (loop3i-l.loop4) =count-al1 (loop3+lr 100~4) +l; 
end 
if slp var win(loop3+1)==loop4 

courit - ail (loop3cl,loop4 ) =count-al1 (loop3+1, 100~4) +1; 
end 
if leb-win (loop3tl) ==loop4 

count - al1 (loop3t1, loop4 ) =countall (loop3+1, ioop4 ) +1; 
end 
if or-eu-slp-win (loop3+l) =loop4 

count - a l 1  (loop3+l, loop4) =count-a11 (loop3+1, 100~4) +l; 
end 
if multip win (loop3ii) ==loop4 

count-zll (loop3+1,loop4) =countall (loop3+1,loop4) +l; 
end 

end 
end 

£id = fopen('winners.ml, 'atl); 
fprintf (fid, ' \n\n\n Ss' , 'Winners before shifting the signatures ' ) ; 
f p r i n t f  ( fid, \n\n %s %s','Groupl,'Winner'); 
for loopS=l: 302; 

if length (find (count-al1 (loops, : ) ==max (c0unt~all(loop5, : ) ) ) ) =l; 
winners (loop5 =find (count-al1 (loop5, : -rriax (count-al1 (loop5, : ) ) 

1 ;  
else 

w i n n e r s  (loop5 ) =muitip - win (loop5 ) ; 
end 
fprintf (£id, ' \n %5. Of %S. Of', 100~5, winners (loop5) ) ; 



end 

correct-count=O ; 
for loop6=0:301; 

if winners (loop6+1) =20*1oop6+1 
correct~count=correct~count+l; 

end 
end 
per~acc=correct~count/302; 
fprintf (fid, ' \n\n %s 86. 2f1, ' numbers correct=', correct-count) ; 
fprintf (£id, ' \n\n 8s ' , ' percent accuracy= ' ) ; 
fprintf(fid, '56.2f1 , 100*~er - acc) ; 

fprintf (fid, ' \n\n\n %s ' , 
'**********+************************************************************ 
' 1 ;  
fprintf (fid, ' \n\n %s 8s %s 8s 8s ' , 'Group ' , 's-euc' , ' s-rnse' , 
's - eu - slpl,'s-multip'); 

cor~seuc=0;cor~smse=O;co~~~euc~s1p=O;~or~smu~tip=O; 
for loopl=O:301; 

for loop2=20*1oopl+l: 20*100p1+20 ; 
if shft euc (loop2) =--min (shftteuc(20f loopl+l: 20*100p1+20) ) 

seucIwin (loopl+l) =loap2; 
if seuc - win(loopl+l)==20*loopl+l; 

cor~seuc=cor~seuc+l; 
end 

end 
if shft-mse (loop2) =-%n(shft - mse(20*loopl+l:20*1oopl+20) ) 

smse-win (loopl+l) =loop2; 
if smse-win(loopl+l)--2O*loop1+1; 

cor-smse=cor-smse+l; 
end 

end 
if shft slp (loop2) ==min (shft slp (20*loopl+l: 20*1oop1+20) ) 

seuc~slp-win (loopl+l) =loop2; 
if seuc~slp~win(loopl+1)==2O*Ioopl+l; 

cor - seuc~slp=co~~seuc~slp+1; 
end 

end 
if smultip (loop2) -n (smultip (20*loopl+l: 20*1oop1+20) ) 

smultip~win(loopl+l)=loop2; 
if srnultip~win(loopl+l)==20*100pl+1; 

cor - smultip=co~~smultip+1; 
end 

end 

end 
fprintf(fid,'\n %5.0f',loopl+l); 
fprintf (fid, ' % S .  Of', seuc-win (loopl+l) ) ; 
fprintf (fid, ' 35. Of', srnse-win (loopl+l) ) ; 
fprintf (fid, ' % S .  Of', seuc-slpwin (loopl+l) ) ; 
fprintf (fid, ' % S .  Of', smultipwin (loopl+l) ) ; 

end 



fprintf (fid, ' \n\n %s%3. Of', ' 1. Shifted-Euclidean-Distance: numbers 
correct=',colt_~euc); 
fprintf (fid, ' \t\t\t%s%5. 2f', 'percent accuracy=' ,100" (cor seuc/61) ) ; - 
fpxintf (£id, ' \n\n %s%3. Of', '2. Shifted-MSE: numbers 
correct=' , cor-smse) ; 
fprintf(fid,'\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%s%5.2ft,'percent 
accuracy=' ,100* (cor - smse/61) ) ; 

fprintf(fid,'\n\n %s%3.0f1,'3. Shifted-Euclidean-S1ope: numbers 
cor ~ect=', cor-seuc-slp) ; 
fprintf(fid,'\t\t\t\t%~85.2f~,~percent 
accuracy=', 100*(cor - seuc slp/61) ) ; - 
fprintf (£id, '\n\n %s%3. Of', ' 4 .  Shifted-Multip: numbers 
correct=', cor-smultip) ; 
fprintf(fid,'\t\t\t\t\t\t%s%5.2f1,'percent 
accuracy=',100*(cor~smu1tip/61)); 

f close ( f id) 

scount-all=zeros (302,6040) ; 
for loop3=0:301; 

for loop4=20*loop3+1:20*10op3+20; 
if seuc win (loop3+1) ==loop4 

scou~t~all(loop3+1,loop4)=scount~all(loop3+1,loop4)+1; 
end 
if smsewin (loop3tl) ==loop4 

scount - al1 (loop3+1, loop4) =scount-al1 (loop3+l, loop4 1 +l; 
end 
if seuc~slp~win(loop3+1)==loop4 

scount-al1 (loop3+l, l00p4) =scount-al1 (loop3+l, 100~4) il; 
end 
if smultip-win (loop3+l) ==loop4 

end 
end 
fid = fopen('winners.mt,'at'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n\n\n %s','Winners after shifting the signatures'); 
fprintf ( f i d ,  ' \n\n %S %s ' , ' GIOU~ ' , 'Winner ') ; 
for loopS=l: 302; 

if length (find(scount al1 (loop5, : ==max (scount-all(loop5, : ) ) ) ) ==l; 
swinners (100~5) =fTnd (scountall ( loop5, : ) ==max (scount al1 (LoopS, - 
: )  1 ) ;  

else 
swinners (ioops) =sm~ltip~win (loop5 ) ; 

end 
fprintf ( fid, ' \n % S .  Of %5. Of', l00p5, swinners (ioop5) ) ; 

end 

correct-count=O; 
for loop6=O: 301; 

if swinners (loop6+1) ==2O*loopG+l 
correct~count=correctcorrect_count=correct_countfl;~~untfl; 

end 
end 



per acc=correct~count/302; 
fprintf (fid, l \n\n %s %6. 2f1, 'numbers correct=', correct-count) ; 
fprintf (fid, ' \n\n %s ' , 'percent accuracy=' ) ; 
fprintf(fid, ' % 6 . 2 f r  , 100*perr=acc) ; 
fclose ( f i d )  




